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Resumo

Nas interacções linguísticas do dia-a-dia, os seres humanos estão constantemente a fazer lematização 

verbal por forma a processar correctamente a informação que lhes é transmitida por intermédio da 

linguagem  natural,  em  particular  a  quer  é  veiculada  por  expressões  de  natureza  verbal.  Este 

procedimento consiste em descobrir a forma infinitiva dos verbos.

A lematização verbal é um processo de complexidade variável, dependendo da língua natural que 

esteja a ser usada. Em algumas línguas (como o inglês), esse processo é bastante simples, enquanto 

que noutras  esse  processo de maior  complexidade.  O português  é  uma das  línguas  em que esse 

processo é bastante complexo. Essa complexidade está em relação directa com a riqueza do sistema 

de flexão verbal, uma característica partilhada com outras línguas cuja sua origem é o Latim, por 

exemplo.

Em termos do processamento computacional do português,  a  complexidade do sistema de flexão 

verbal da língua portuguesa reflecte-se na importância da criação de ferramentas automáticas para 

desempenharem a tarefa de lematização. O presente documento apresenta o trabalho desenvolvido na 

criação de uma ferramenta automática que permite a lematização verbal do português.

Esta  ferramenta  lida  com  os  dois  aspectos  chave  da  linguagem natural  que  são  críticos  para  o 

processamento computacional - a ambiguidade e a novidade – na forma elas assumem nesta tarefa 

específica  de  lematização  verbal:  determinação  da  asserção  flexional  que  uma  expressão  verbal 

ambígua  acontece  formar  bum determinado  contexto  de  ocorrência  (resolução  da  ambiguidade); 

determinação das acepções flexionais veiculadas por uma expressão verbal desconhecida do sistema 

(acomodação da novidade).

Este  documento  começa  com  uma  introdução  (Cap.  1)  na  qual  é  descrito  de  forma  genérica  o 

problema  a  resolver  e  as  motivações  para  a  sua  resolução.  Neste  primeiro  capítulo  é  também 

apresentado o enquadramento institucional em que o trabalho foi desenvolvido e a estrutura do resto 

do documento.



Segue-se um capítulo (Cap. 2) onde são apresentados com todo o pormenor o problema a resolver 

assim como os objectivos que se visou cumprir com o trabalho. Aqui é apresentada uma descrição 

dos  mecanismos  de  conjugação,  lematização  e  traçamento  verbais  e  a  forma  como  os  clíticos 

interagem com as formas verbais. Inicialmente são descritos os elementos que constituem um traço de 

flexão, indicado-se como esses elementos se podem combinar entre si para formar um traço de flexão, 

sendo  apresentado  um  quadro  com  todos  os  traços  existentes  no  português.  É  indicado  como 

diferentes formas verbais formam tempos compostos. São também abordados os verbos defectivos, 

indicam-se os diferentes tipos de verbos defectivos existentes e quais os traços de flexão que cada um 

possui. É ainda indicado a constituição dos lemas, assim como a sua classificação consoante as sua 

vogal temática.

Ainda neste capítulo é apresentada a forma como o problema da conjugação verbal está apresentado 

nos dicionários  de verbos.  É indicado o que são e como funcionam as tabelas  de conjugação.  É 

identificado o que é um paradigma de conjugação, o que são verbos modelo, e como estes podem ser 

usados para construir as tabelas de conjugação de outros verbos. É mostrado como a substituição de 

terminações no lema permite a formação de formas flexionadas desse lema (regras de conjugação), e 

quais  as  diferentes  características  que  elas  têm relativamente  aos  verbos  regulares,  irregulares  e 

pseudo-irregulares.

Este capítulo continua com a descrição de como funciona o processo de lematização verbal, e como é 

possível a angariação das regras de lematização a partir  das regras de conjugação sendo também 

introduzida a problemática da ambiguidade verbal, mostrando-se como podem surgir ambiguidades 

durante o processo de lematização. É igualmente apresentado o processo de traçamento verbal e as 

suas semelhanças de funcionamento com o processo de lematização.

Após a descrição destes processos, são apresentados os pronomes clíticos,  sendo descritas as três 

possíveis forma de colocação em relação ao verbo e em que situações elas podem ocorrer. É indicada 

uma classificação em três grupos, que será seguida durante o trabalho e a forma como os clíticos 

correspondente a cada grupo interagem entre si para formar uma sequência de clíticos. São também 

abordados os possíveis casos de ambiguidade provocados pela presença de clíticos.

O capítulo 2 termina com a descrição dos desafios que tiveram de ser superados durante a realização 

das tarefas propostas.



Segue-se (Cap.  3)  uma descrição de trabalhos realizados  com alguma relação com a lematização 

verbal automática, realizados tanto para o português como para outras línguas.

No  capítulo  seguinte  (Cap.  4)  é  apresentado  o  algoritmo  de  lematização  e  traçamento  e  a 

implementação de uma ferramenta que efectua lematização e traçamento verbal de base. A ferramenta 

devolve vários tuplos compostos  por um lema e um traço verbal.  São descritas as  diversas listas 

necessárias à sua implementação, bem como as estruturas que foram utilizadas para as guardar.

Após a descrição dessa ferramenta é mostrado como ela fui utilizada para a criação de um serviço 

online de lematização e traçamento verbal do português. É apresentada uma descrição da interface 

desse serviço e a forma como os resultados são apresentados. São descritos os desafios adicionais 

inerentes a uma versão online. É feita uma descrição detalhada da implementação de um algoritmo 

que  faz  validação  prévia  do  input  introduzido  pelo  utilizador,  identificação  de  formas  verbais  e 

clíticos,  separação  de  sequência  de  clíticos,  identificação  da  colocação  da  sequência  de  clíticos, 

validação das regras relativas aos clíticos e reconstituição da forma verbal. É também indicado como 

é feito o tratamento dos tempos compostos.

Depois de descrita a implementação do serviço online é indicado o teste que foi feito para verificar a 

fiabilidade da ferramenta desenvolvida, e como esse teste foi usado para obter versões corrigidas.

Segue-se a apresentação de um estudo sobre a ambiguidade verbal (Cap. 5). No estudo são indicados 

os  diferentes  tipos  de  ambiguidade  verbal  e  são  apresentados  os  valores  que  quantificam a  sua 

cobertura no léxico e num corpus.

Para que a questão da ambiguidade possa ser resolvida, é necessário que o lematizador seja aplicado 

expressões verbais que ocorrem em texto corrido e não apenas a uma expressão verbal isolada. No 

entanto, há que saber quais são as formas verbais presentes no texto que se pretende analisar. É então 

que são indicadas as ferramentas que são aplicadas ao texto antes que este chegue ao lematizador 

verbal. São explicadas as etiquetas morfo-sintácticas que identificam formas verbais, sendo indicado 

as restrições que devem ser impostas a nível de lematização e traçamento dessa forma, e o formato 

com que elas são apresentadas para o lematizador assim como o esperado formato de saída. Por fim, é 

explicada a forma como os clíticos se encontram assinalados, e a maneira como essa informação é 

tratada por forma a que possam ser aplicadas restrições aos resultados a obter.



De seguida são descritos os algoritmos alternativos, implementados para a tarefa de desambiguação 

do traço de flexão verbal.  É descrito o funcionamento de cada algoritmo e a forma como foram 

implementados. É apresentado uma análise dos resultados obtidos com os diferentes algoritmos. Após 

ter sido feito uma análise comparativa para a tarefa de desambiguação de traços de flexão, é feita 

análise similar para os lemas verbais, onde são indicadas as alterações que os algoritmos sofreram por 

forma a suportar a tarefa de lematização. Finalmente, são comparados os resultados das duas tarefas 

(lematização e traçamento) entre os diferentes algoritmos. Os resultados da avaliação do algoritmo 

com melhor desempenho são então comparados com trabalhos similares com resultados publicados, 

donde se conclui que, com o presente trabalho se conseguiu notoriamente fazer avançar o estado da 

arte neste domínio. Por fim, é feita uma análise dos erros mais frequentes cometidos pela ferramenta.

Finalmente, é apresentado um resumo das ferramentas resultantes do trabalho realizado (Cap. 6). É 

também resumido a problemática da ambiguidade verbal, bem como os resultados de cada uma das 

diferentes abordagens para resolver o problema. É feito uma comparação resumida com os trabalhos 

anteriores que são comparáveis, e finalmente são depois apresentadas várias linha de orientação para 

trabalho futuro.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Processamento de linguagem natural, Lematização, Conjugação, Morfologia, 

Desambiguação.



Abstract

In its daily interaction among each other, humans are constantly performing verbal lemmatization in 

order to correctly process information transmitted by means of natural language, in particular the 

ones conveyed by the verbal  expression.  The complexity of  the process  varies  from language to 

language, depending on the complexity of their verbal inflection system. 

This  document  presents  the  work  undertaken  to  develop  an  automatic  verbal  lemmatizer  and 

featurizer  capable of  working with new verb forms and being able to perform disambiguation  in 

context.

Initially, the problem is presented and major goals are identified (chap. 1). After that, it is provided a 

linguistic description of how the conjugation and lemmatization process works (chap. 2), including a 

detailed description of how clitics can interact with a verb form.

After reviewing other related works done in this domain, for Portuguese and other languages (chap. 

3), there is a description of the implementation of a tool capable of lemmatizing and featurizing a 

single verb form, and the online service supported by it (chap. 4). After describing how to lemmatize 

a  single  verb  form,  this  document  approaches  the  verbal  disambiguation  problem,  where  three 

algorithms are described, and their evaluation results presented (chap. 5).

Finally, this dissertation closes with a conclusion where the work is summarized and hints for future 

work are suggested (chap. 6).

KEYWORDS:  Natural  language  processing,  Lemmatization,  Conjugation,  Morphology, 

Disambiguation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Different  natural  languages  display  different  features,  each  inducing  different  difficulties  that 

non-native  speakers  face  when  trying  to  learn  a  language.  One  of  the  main  characteristics  of 

Portuguese,  and  Romance  languages  in  general,  is  the  complex  verbal  inflectional  system.  That 

complexity involves two kinds of difficulties. One is knowing the correct inflected form to use in a 

given situation. For example, the sentence  Eu estava a conduzir (I was driving) is completely with 

another inflected form of the same lemma,  (Eu estou a conduzir, I am driving).  The other one is 

knowing the infinitive (the lemma) of the verb forms that occur in a text/speech, and by this getting 

their basic meaning (e.g. estava and estou are both inflected forms of the lemma estar, to be). Perhaps 

the most  important for a non-native speaker is the second one, because  its  a  crucial  role for the 

understanding of the language.

The process of inflecting a verb is known as conjugation while the one consisting in recovering the 

lemma  is  called  lemmatization.  There  are  many  publications  dedicated  or  including  the  verbal 

inflection system (e.g. Monteiro and Pessoa, 1993, Berström and Reis, 2004 or Oliveira, 2006). On 

the other hand, there are very few that refer the verbal lemmatization.

A similar process, stemming, is often used in information retrieval (IR). The purpose of a stemmer is 

to truncate words in order to identify the stem. This is usually done by removing the affixes of the 

words.  For  example,  laughing,  laugh,  laughs  and  laughed  are  all  stemmed  to  laugh.  However, 

stemmers  do not  work well  in languages with  a  rich morphology like Portuguese (Manning and 

Schültze,  1999 p.  132-133 ).  These  languages  require  lemmatizers  (a  much  more  powerful  tool) 

instead of simple stemmers.  Accordingly, not only IR but also other systems for natural language 

processing (IR) could also benefit from the presence of the verbal lemmatizer.

On a more generic perspective, being able to lemmatize and featurize verb forms might be useful to 

other high level natural language processing tasks. An early identification of the lemma and/or the 

1



bundle of inflection feature values of the verb forms in a given sentence can help channeling the 

obtaining of the possible interpretations of that sentence.

Nevertheless,  a  simple tool  that  can identify lemmas  and feature  bundles  of  known verbs is  not 

enough. The lexicon of a language is always expanding by the integration of new words, and since 

verbs are an open class of words, new verbs can and are formed. Having a tool that can deal with any 

verb, known or unknown, is more important than being able to correctly lemmatize a fixed list of verb 

forms.

On a  different  context,  a  verbal  lemmatizer  could  help  people  in  the  learning  of  the  Portuguese 

language. Having a tool that identifies the lemma of any verb forms allow an easier comprehension of 

the  language,  since  the  lemma  can  be  searched  in  a  dictionary.  This  possibility should  not  be 

minimized because, ultimately, technology should be used to serve people.

Goals

The main goal of the work undertaken in my MA researched and presented in this dissertation was to 

develop an automatic tool capable of performing lemmatization and featurization of verb forms of 

Portuguese, written in any of the two current orthographies (Portuguese and Brazilian). This means 

that in the presence of a verb form, the tool should determine its lemma and feature bundle.

The tools to be developed had to be able to work with unknown verb forms the same way it does with 

known verb forms. This forced the algorithms to be developed to use more advanced mechanisms 

than those relying on massive amounts of data containing all existing inflected verb forms, even if 

organized in a efficient way in order to optimize the search for them.

Sometimes, the lemmatization and featurization process leads to more than one result. For example, 

the verb form comia is an inflected form of the lemma comer (to eat) conveying the feature bundles 

Indicativo, Pretérito imperfeito, 1st or 3rd  Person, Singular. When this happens, the tools should be 

able to chose the correct result (lemma and feature bundle), performing an ambiguity resolution task. 

However,  this  task  is  only  applicable  to  verb  forms  that  appear  in  context  (in  a  sentence,  for 

example).  For example, if the verb form comia appears alone, all the solutions indicated above could 
2



be correct. But if that verb form appears in the sentence  Ele comia o bolo., then it conveys the 3rd 

Person,  while  in  the  sentence  Eu  comia  o  bolo. that  same  verb  form  conveys  the  1st Person. 

Developing a verbal inflection ambiguity resolver was another major goal of the work presented here.

Another important goal of this work was to integrate the resulting tools in the pipeline of LX-Suite 

(Silva 2007). LX-Suite is composed by several individual tools that work together in a pipeline to 

allow the treatment of raw text, splitting and tagging the tokens of the text with linguistic information. 

The design of the tool should take that into account and take advantage of the information within the 

tags placed by the previous tools in this suite.

Finally, an online service that is able to perform lemmatization and featurization of Portuguese verbs 

should also be available, and this was yet another goal of the work presented here. The idea is to 

allow users to input any verb form and return every combination of lemma and feature bundle they 

convey. The input  should include verb forms with clitics  forcing the tool  to deal  with them. As 

expected the lack of context makes it impossible to perform any kind of disambiguation. Nonetheless, 

certain  solutions  may  not  be  possible  with  the  presence  of  certain  clitics,  and  they  need  to  be 

eliminated. The tool should be able to identify such cases.

Contents

This document is composed of 5 additional chapters:

Chapter  2  presents  the  linguistic  description  of  verbal  lemmas,  and  inflection  features.  It  also 

describes the conjugation, lemmatization and featurization processes. Clitics are also covered in this 

chapter, where the rules to attach them to verbs are discussed.

Chapter  3  offers  an  overview  of  previous  work  done  in  the  area  of  verbal  lemmatization,  for 

Portuguese and other languages.

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of a tool to perform verbal lemmatization and featurization of 

a verb form in isolation, and how that tool was used to support an online service.
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Chapter  5  provides  a  study over  the  verbal  ambiguity  problem and  proposes  and  comparatively 

evaluates  three  approaches  to  solve  it,  in  terms  of  lemmatization,  featurization  and  both  these 

processes concomitantly.

Chapter 6 concludes this document with final remarks and hints towards future work.
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Chapter 2
Verbal inflection: key issues

“So it is said that if you know your enemies and  

know  yourself,  you  will  win  hundred  times  in  

hundred battles.”

- Sun Tzu

Only with specific knowledge it was possible to create the desired tools. Therefore, it is essential to 

know how the verbal inflection system is structured and functions. This chapter presents the key 

issues of the verbal inflection process, allowing an insight into this process and and an understanding 

on how and why that knowledge is important for the work presented in this dissertation.

2.1 - Linguistic description

Verbs are words that can be morphologically modified through an inflection process. The inflection 

process of a word allows us to obtain morphological variants of that word through the application of 

inflection rules. Those rules are assumed to apply to one of those variants, chosen to stand as the basis 

for  all  the  others.  This  specific  form is  called  the  lemma.  Each  variant  of  the  lemma  is  called 

inflected.  Every inflected form  has the same part  of  speech (POS) of its  lemma and expresses a 

bundle of values for inflection features (a feature bundle for short).

Inflection features

Verb lemmas can be conjugated into forms that express many distinct feature bundles. These feature 

bundles can be  splited in several inflection features. The set of possible inflection features include 

the following ones: Mood, Tense, Person, Number, Gender and Polarity.
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There are 6 values for  Mood,1 that can be combined with other inflection features to form a full 

feature bundle. The Mood value can be Indicativo, Imperativo, Gerúndio, Particípio, Infinitivo, which 

can be Pessoal (inflected) or Impessoal (non-inflected).

Each Mood value may have a Tense associated with it representing the time of the action. Tenses are 

Presente, Pretérito perfeito, Pretérito mais-que-perfeito, Pretérito imperfeito, Futuro do presente and 

Futuro do pretérito (also known as Condicional).

Person values may be 1st, 2nd 3rd and 2nd of courtesy; Number can either the Singular or Plural; Gender 

can be Masculine or Feminine. A Number value is always associated with either a Person value or a 

Gender value in an inflection bundle. Finally, Polarity can have one of two values: Affirmative or 

Negative. Polarity only occurs when the mood value is Imperativo.

Feature bundle

A feature bundle is a combination of one or more values for inflection features. However, not all 

combinations  are  possible.  Usually,  a  feature  bundle  contains  values  for  each  of  the  following 

inflection features:  Mood,  Tense,  Person and Number.  But this  pattern is not  strict  and different 

moods impose different co-occurrence restrictions.

The  Indicativo allows  all  possible  combinations  of  values  for  Tense,  Person  and  Number.  The 

Conjuntivo  only  admits  the  Presente,  Pretérito  imperfeito  and  the  Futuro  presente  (being  called 

Futuro for this Mood) as tenses, with all possible combinations of Person and Number allowed.

The Imperativo mood requires the Polarity feature instead of the Tense feature. With the exception of 

the 1st person of the singular, that does not exist, all combinations of Polarity, Person and Number are 

allowed.

1 According to Monteiro and Pessoa 1993, p. 8, Mood may assume 3 different values: Indicativo, Conjuntivo and Imperativo. Infinitivo, 

Particípio and Gerúndio are the so called nominal forms. But for the sake of simplicity, and since it will not affect the results of the 

tools, the present work will not make this distinction, and will consider them all Mood values.
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The Infinitivo  can assume two variants; the Pessoal  and the Impessoal.  The Infinitivo impessoal is 

also called non-inflected and does not go along with any other inflection feature. It corresponds to the 

lemma. However, the Infinitivo pessoal appears with Person and Number values (any combination).

The Tense feature does not go along either with the Particípio. This Mood,  might have associated 

Gender and Number feature value.

The Gerúndio is the only feature in its feature bundle.

Table 2.1 has the list of all possible features that can occur in Portuguese simple verb forms. 

 Table 2.1: All combinations of inflection features in simple verb forms.

Compound tenses

The  compound tenses are formed by certain inflected forms of the  auxiliary verbs ter or  haver 

followed by the so called  main verb, inflected in the Particípio passado, Masculine, Singular.  The 

lemma of the main verb indicates what is the conjugation table containing the compound tense. A 

simple example can be found in the sentence Tenho trabalhado muito (I've been working a lot). The 

combination of  Tenho  (an inflected form of  ter  – to have) and  trabalhado (Particípio passado of 

trabalhar  – to  work)  form  the  Indicativo,  Pretérito  perfeito  composto 1st  Person,  Singular  of 

trabalhar.  Table  2.2  displays  the  correspondence  between  the  Mood  and  Tense  features  of  the 

auxiliary verb and the correspondent feature of the compound tense.
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Mood Tense Person & Number Gender & Number Polarity

No No

No No

No No

No No No

No No No

No No No No

Indicativo

presente
pretérito perfeito

pretérito mais-que-perfeito
pretérito imperfeito
futuro do presente
futuro do pretérito

1st , 2nd and 3rd singular
2nd of courtesy singular
1st,, 2nd and 3rd plural
2nd of courtesy plural

Conjuntivo
presente

pretérito imperfeito
 futuro do presente

1st , 2nd and 3rd singular
2nd of courtesy singular
1st,, 2nd and 3rd plural
2nd of courtesy plural

Imperativo

2nd and 3rd singular
2nd of courtesy singular
1st,, 2nd and 3rd plural
2nd of courtesy plural

Affirmative
Negative

Infinitivo

1st , 2nd and 3rd singular
2nd of courtesy singular
1st,, 2nd and 3rd plural
2nd of courtesy plural

Particípio

masculine singular
feminine singular
masculine plural
feminine plural

Gerúndio



 Table 2.2: The Mood and Tense feature of the auxiliary verb and the correspondent feature of the compound tense.

Defective verbs

Usually, verbs have inflected forms for all the existing feature bundles. Some verbs (e.g. poder, to be 

able to) are exceptions to this by not possessing inflected forms for the Imperativo. But some authors 

like Monteiro and Pessoa (1993) argue that other verbs also do not possess valid inflected forms for 

some feature bundles.  According to these authors,  such verbs can be separated into three distinct 

groups, each having a different set of feature bundles not allowed.

A verb that expresses a natural phenomena is termed Impessoal. Chover (to rain),  nevar, (to snow), 

amanhecer (to dawn) are examples of verbs in this group. These verbs only possess inflected forms 

for the 3rd person of the singular for all Tenses and Moods, except the Imperativo Mood.

The Unipessoal group of verbs is a little less restrictive, allowing the conjugation for the 3rd person of 

the plural as well. Verbs used to express the voices and actions of plants and animals are found in this 

group. Ladrar (to bark), zumbir (to buzz) and brotar (to spout) are all examples of verbs belonging to 

that group of defective verbs.

The group of defective verbs called Pessoal is composed of lemmas whose certain inflection features 

have an unpleasant  pronunciation or  that  stopped being used like  abolir  (to  abolish) emergir (to 

emerge) or demolir (to demolish). Different type of verbs in this group have different rules to indicate 

the allowed inflected forms.
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indicativo, presente indicativo, pretérito perfeito composto
indicativo, pretérito imperfeito indicativo, pretérito mais-que-perfeito composto

indicativo, pretérito mais-que-perfeito indicativo, pretérito mais-que-perfeito anterior
indicativo, futuro presente indicativo, futuro do presente composto
indicativo, futuro pretérito indicativo, futuro do pretérito composto

conjuntivo, presente conjuntivo, pretérito perfeito
conjuntivo, pretérito imperfeito conjuntivo, pretérito mais-que-perfeito

conjuntivo, futuro conjuntivo, futuro composto
infinitivo pessoal

infinitivo impessoal infinitivo impessoal pretérito
gerúndio gerúndio pretérito

Auxiliary Compound Tense

infinitivo pessoal petérito



Despite the possible absence of various inflected forms, defective verbs follow the same conjugation 

paradigm of  other  non defective  verbal  lemmas  for  the  remaining verb forms.  For  example,  the 

defective verb fremir follow the same paradigm of the lemma premir (a non-defective verb).

Verbal lemmas

After having considered the inflection features, it is worth to take into account the lemmas. Lemmas 

are the canonical forms found in dictionaries, like conhecer (to know).

A verbal lemma can be divided into two parts. The radical is the part that typically remains unaltered, 

and is always composed of all but the last two letters of the lemma. The penultimate letter is always a 

vowel and it assumes an important role on the lemma. This is called the thematic vowel and it might 

be one of the following: “a”, “e”, “i”, “o”, or “ô”. The last letter in a lemma is an “r”.

That pattern is observed in all verbal lemmas. However, there is a single lemma ended in “-ôr”. That 

lemma is pôr (to put) and the termination “-or” only occurs on derivations of that lemma, like repor 

(to put back) or dispor (to dispose).

Derivation is a process to form new words by adding affixes. In the same way, verbal lemmas can 

originate other verbal  lemmas  through this  process by adding one or more  prefixes.  The lemmas 

created by this process possess the same inflectional profile of the lemmas that originated them and 

usually follow the same conjugation rules. However, derivations of the lemma pôr lose the “^” of the 

thematic vowel. Nonetheless, the conjugation rules are the same, except for the “ô”.

2.2 - Functional description

2.2.1 – Conjugation

Conjugation is the process that allows us to obtain the inflected forms of a given verbal  lemma. Each 

resulting form is characterized by a feature bundle. In order to conjugate a lemma, a set of rules must 

be applied. Verbs can be inflected in  Tense-Mood and Person-Number (Mateus  et al., 2003) . This 
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means that each pair of Tense and Mood has a specific rule to apply in order to produce the inflected 

form,  the  same thing happening  with  the  pair  Person and Number.  Thus,  in  order  to  obtain  the 

inflected form of a certain lemma conveying the Indicativo, Presente, 2nd Person, Plural two rules 

should be applied, one for the Indicativo, Presente and the other to 2nd Person, plural.

However, for the present work, the specific rules for each inflection feature are of little interest. More 

important is the combination of all those rules. Therefore, in order to conjugate a specific lemma to 

express a given feature bundle, this work will consider the existence of a single conjugation rule that 

needs to be applied. Also, we will be concerned only with language as it is represented in the written 

form.

A conjugation  rule  consists  in  replacing  a  final  substring of  the  lemma at  stake  with  a  specific 

replacement. The rules to be applied will  depend on the feature bundle and the lemma.  So, each 

lemma will have a set of conjugation rules, one for each feature bundle their inflected forms support. 

By applying all its conjugation rules to a lemma, the corresponding conjugation table is obtained, 

which contains every inflected form that can be formed out of that lemma.

A conjugation rule only affects a certain feature bundle, but might be applied to a different number of 

lemmas. When two lemmas have identical conjugation rules to all feature bundles, they belong to the 

same  conjugation  paradigm.  These  paradigms  group  lemmas  that  share  similar  characteristics, 

mainly the termination of their inflected forms, and that will follow the same set of conjugation rules. 

In order to identify a certain paradigm, a specific lemma is picked to represent it, being the paradigm 

named after that lemma (for example, the ter (to have) paradigm). These representative lemmas are 

called  model  verbs,  and  their  conjugation  tables  are  included  in  the  dictionaries  of  verbs  (e.g. 

Gramado, 1999) aiming at illustrating the application of the  conjugation rules.

Regular verbs

Each verb falls into one of the paradigms. Verbs ended in “-ar” belong to the First conjugation. The 

Second conjugation groups verbs ended in “-er” while the Third conjugation verbs all end in “-ir”. 

The verb pôr (to put) is seen as belonging (at least derivatively)2 to the Second conjugation, because 

2 For further details, refer to (Oliveira, 2006).
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the Latin word of origin shares the termination with lemmas ended in “-er”. These paradigms are 

frequently called the Three conjugation.

According to (Monteiro and Pessoa 1993), there is a conjugation paradigm associated with each of 

the three conjugations. These paradigms contain the regular verbs of each group. All conjugation 

rules of the lemmas belonging to one of these paradigms maintain the radical of the lemma unaltered. 

This means that the portion of the lemma replaced by each rule is the last two letters (the thematic 

vowel and the “r”).  Figure 2.1 shows an example of a rule being applied to the regular verb temer (to 

dread), belonging to the second conjugation. As can be seen, the termination (-er) is replaced by the 

conjugation replacement -ais. In this example, the conjugation rule is the replacement of -er by -ais.

Fig 2.1: A simple example of how to obtain inflected forms from lemmas. The red letters (the thematic vowel and the “r”) are

                 replaced by the green ones in order to create the intended form, while the blue letters (radical) remain unaltered.

The  example  of  the  figure  above  also  illustrates  how  the  conjugation  rules  function:  a  certain 

termination of the lemma is replaced to form the desired form. For regular verbs, the portion replaced 

are  always  the  last  two  letters,  but  non  regular  verbs  may  require  the  replacement  of  a  larger 

termination. 

Unless it possesses certain characteristics, a verb is considered regular, and follows one of the three 

conjugation paradigms, according to its last two letters.

Non regular verbs

There may be several  reasons why a lemma is not  considered regular.  As previously mentioned, 

certain  verbs  are  considered  defective  (its  conjugation  table  does  not  possess  forms  for  all  the 

possible feature bundles). According to (Gramado, 1999), this reason is sufficient for the creation of 

specific conjugation paradigms for those verbs. 11 of the 80 paradigms identified by that author are 
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temais
lemma

temer
Conjuntivo
Presente

2nd Person
Plural



reserved for defective verbs. Although considered a different paradigm, the full set of conjugation 

rules for these verbs are a subset of the set of rules for some other conjugation paradigm.

Irregular  verbs  also  have  their  own conjugation  paradigm.  These  kind  of  verbs  possess  distinct 

conjugation rules for some of the feature bundles, that may even require the replacement of the entire 

lemma. An important point to notice is the fact that some of these paradigms are composed only by a 

single  lemma with its  own  derivations. For example,  the conjugation paradigm of the verb “ter” 

besides that lemma only contains its derivations, like suster (to sustain) reter (to retain) or entreter (to 

entertain).

Figure 2.2 shows a conjugation example of the irregular verb ser (to be). As it is shown, the lemma is 

completely replaced by the conjugation replacement fui.

Fig 2.2: A conjugation of the lemma ser (to be). Notice that the entire lemma is replaced.

Another type of verbs are called pseudo-irregular. These verbs are regular from a phonological point 

view, but their written form exhibit a behaviour different from the behaviour of a regular verb. There 

are several cases that can fit in this group, each having one distinct reason for why, in some feature 

bundles,  a  specific  rule  should be used.  The verbal  lemmatizer  and featurizer  tools  are aimed at 

working on written text. Therefore, it is important to take into account these types of verbs and why 

they are considered pseudo-irregular.

One of the reasons has to do with the impossibility of following the conjugation rule of the regular 

verbs. Some lemmas are such that when the conjugation rule of a regular verb is applied to obtain a 

specific inflected form, an orthographically invalid written word is produced. An example is shown in 

figure 2.3. From a phonological point of view, this verb is regular. But in the written version, when 

the conjugation rule of the paradigm of the First  conjugation is applied to the lemma  dançar  (to 

dance), the resulting word would be dançe. However, that word is not valid since the sequence “çe” is 

orthographically illegal. The conjugation rule used in the example below replaces the termination 

“-çar” by “-ce”, creating dance, an orthographically valid word.
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Fig 2.3: The “ar” is replaced by the “e” just like in a regular verb. But the resulting word is illegal if the “ç” is not replaced by

                 the “c”. The conjugation rule is the replacement of the “-çar” termination by “-ce”.

Figure 2.4 illustrates another case of a pseudo-irregular verb, the verb  pagar (to pay).  Like in the 

previous example, this verb is phonetically regular. The written word of the inflected form is pague. 

The problem is that the conjugation rule for the regular verbs would have created the word  page.  

Therefore,  a  different  conjugation  rule  is  used,  grouping  this  lemma  in  a  different  conjugation 

paradigm.

Fig 2.4: The rule for regular verbs is replacing the “-ar” termination by “-e”. The addition of the letter “u” maintains the

                 phonological value of the letter “g” on the inflected form.

This situation occurs because the letter “g” has multiple phonological values. The phonological value 

of that letter on the lemma pagar (to pay) is the same of its inflected form pague, but different from 

the value in the word page.

Similar to the previous case, two letters in sequence might also have more than one phonological 

value.  The  examples  affecting  verbs  are  the  sequences  “-gu-”  and  “-qu-”.  For  example,  the 

phonological value of the first sequence in the word água (water) is different from the value on the 

word  pague.  These cases also originate situations where the written version of the inflected form 

could not be formed by the conjugation rule of a regular verb.

Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of one of the many cases where this kind of pseudo-irregularity can 

be found. In this situation, the conjugation rule for regular verbs would produce the word enxague. 

The correct written word is enxagúe, so a different conjugation rule is used.
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pagar pague
lemma Conjuntivo

Presente
1s t Person
Singular

dançar dance
lemma Conjuntivo

Presente
1s t Person
Singular



Fig 2.5:  The phonological value of the “-gu-” expression is maintained by adding and accent to the letter “u”.

There are some inflected verb forms unique to the Brazilian version of Portuguese. This translates in 

having a different conjugation rule in for these cases. Figure 2.6 shows an example a conjugation rule 

of that variant of Portuguese.

Fig 2.6:  The Brazilian variant of the verb form enxagúe.

2.2.2 - Lemmatization

The lemmatization of a word consists in obtaining the lemma out of any of its inflected forms. The 

method to obtain a lemma is to replace a certain termination (replaced termination) of the target 

word (an inflected form of the lemma) with another termination (replacing termination).

The inflected form chosen to be the lemma of the verb is the Infinitivo Impessoal. All inflected forms 

of this feature bundle have one characteristic in common; the termination can only be one out of the 

following five: -ar (amar, to love), -er (conhecer, to know), -ir (seguir, to follow), -or (repor, to put 

back) or -ôr (pôr, to put).

The lemmatization process is done by replacing a given termination of a verb form. This is performed 

by means of lemmatization rules. For example, if the verb form amado (loved) is to be lemmatized, 

the rule to be applied will replace the inflectional termination “-ado” by the replacing termination 

“-ar”,  forming  the  lemma  amar (to  love).  The  rules  required  for  lemmatization  are  simply  the 

conjugation rules applied in reverse, and can be gathered from the conjugation tables.
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enxaguar enxagúe
lemma Conjuntivo

Presente
1s t Person
Singular

enxaguar enxágüe
lemma Conjuntivo

Presente
1s t Person
Singular



A simple  lemmatization  algorithm consists  in applying a certain  lemmatization  rule  to each verb 

form. The problem here is that several lemmatization rules may be applied, generating ambiguities.3

Ambiguities are originated by two factors. The first one is related to the size of the termination to be 

replaced in the inflected verb form. The size of the termination is important because a verb form may 

have multiple terminations that can be replaced. If the verb form possesses multiple terminations that 

can be replaced, it means that multiple lemmas will be obtained. The second factor relates to the fact 

that  the  lemmatization  replacement  to  use  in  the  process  can  also  cause  ambiguities.  A  certain 

termination of the verb form may have more than one possible replacement.

Taking the verb form franja as an example, it becomes clear how the size of the termination and its 

replacement  generate  ambiguities  during  the  lemmatization  process.  Considering  the  size  of  the 

termination,  both  “-a”  and  “-ja”  are  valid  candidates  to  be  replaced,  each  resulting  in  different 

lemmas. But the second candidate (“-ja”) can still have two rules of replacement. It can either be 

replaced by “-ger” or “-gir”. So, the lemmatization of the example can either be franjar,  franger or 

frangir. As we can see, lemmatization makes it visible that verb forms may be quite ambiguous.

2.2.3 – Featurization

Featurization is a process that allows the explicit recovery of the feature bundle conveyed by the 

inflected form. Like in the lemmatization process, the feature bundle is retrieved from the termination 

of the targeted word.

This process is similar to lemmatization. The rules used associate terminations with feature bundles. 

For example, the termination “-arias” is associated with the Indicativo,  Futuro pretérito,  2nd Person, 

Plural. The process finds all the terminations of a verb form, returning the associated feature bundles 

when available. Identical to the lemmatization, from the featurization process multiple solutions may 

be found. For example, the verb form  amava, an inflected form of the lemma  amar (to love), can 

convey  two  feature  bundles:  Indicativo,  Pretérito  imperfeito,  1st Person,  Singular or  Indicativo, 

Pretérito imperfeito, 3rd Person, Singular.

3 Ambiguities are discussed in more detail in section 3.3
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Combining  the  results  of  the  featurization  which  those  of  the  lemmatization  process  is  not  the 

combination of the results of both tools. The results should be associated properly according to the 

termination of the verb form. For example, the verb form  dito may be an inflection of the lemma 

ditar (to dictate) inflected in the Indicativo, Presente, 1st Person, Singular or the lemma dizer (to say) 

inflected in the Particípio passado, Masculine, Singular. The lemmatization process should retrieve 

both lemmas. The lemma ditar was obtained by replacing the termination “-o” with “-ar” while dizer 

was obtained with the replacement of  “-ito” with “-izer”. The same happens with the featurization 

process:  Indicativo,  Presente,  1st Person,  Singular is  associated with the termination  “-o” and the 

Particípio passado, Masculine, Singular with  “-ito”. This means that the first feature bundle cannot 

be associated with the lemma dizer or the second with ditar.

2.2.4 - Clitics

Verbs may have pronouns associated with them, called clitic pronouns or simply  clitics. They can 

occur to the left, to the right or inside a verb form, but only in one of those positions, irrespective of  

the number of clitics.

When a clitic is placed to the left of the verb, it is said to be in proclisis. This placement occurs in 

several situations, being one of them negative sentences. An example of this is the sentence Ninguém 

o viu (No one saw him), where the clitic “o” occurs before the verb form viu. This placement is very 

common in Brazilian Portuguese for even positive sentences, not only negative ones.

The enclisis position refers to a clitic placed to the right of the verb, being the most common place for 

a clitic to appear in European Portuguese. For this to happen, the clitic must be linked to the verb by a 

hyphen (“-”). The example  Diga-o em voz alta (say it loud) shows the clitic (“o”) placed after the 

verb form Diga.

Finally, a clitic may be found in the middle of a verb, in so called mesoclisis. This situation occurs 

only when the verb is in one of the Futuro Tenses of the  Indicativo Mood, placing the clitic in the 

middle of the verb, connected by hyphens. These tenses do not allow enclisis. The clitic mesoclisis 

will  always appear  after  the sub-string corresponding to the lemma separated by an hyphen.  For 

instance, the verb  avisaremos is the conjugated form of  avisar (to warn) expressing the Indicativo, 
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Futuro presente. The pronoun vos can be placed in mesoclisis position on that form, being presented 

as avisar-vos-emos.

Up to three clitics can be connected with a single verb if they follow certain rules of co-occurrence 

and contraction. The co-occurrence rules define the order that clitics must have between themselves. 

For the sake of forming clitic bundles, the present work considers that clitics are divided into three 

groups.  Group A only contains the clitic “se”.  Group B is formed by the pronouns  “lhe”, “me”, 

“te”, “nos”, “vos” and “lhes”. Finally, group C is composed of the pronouns “o”, “a”, “os” and “as”.

When associated with verbs, a clitic bundle can only be formed by a maximum of one clitic of each 

group, in the order described above, regardless of their position with respect to the verb form. Thus, 

for example, “se” + “te” + “a” is a valid sequence4 that could be placed in enclisis, proclisis and 

mesoclisis. However, if the sequence was “te” + “se” + “a”, it is incorrect, because the pronouns do 

not appear in the right order. Equally incorrect is the sequence “as” + “a”, because it contains two 

clitics of the same group (group C).

A sequence of clitics could contain up to three clitics, as long as the above rules are complied with. A 

sequence of two clitics cannot be Group formed with A and Group C clitics(for example, “se” + “o”).

Besides co-occurrence rules, clitics can also suffer alterations, such as contractions, in the presence of 

certain conditions. Here, this will be called clitic alterations. These changes can occur in the context 

of a sequence of two clitics or a clitic and a verb.

For example,  the clitic “me” and the clitic “as”, when placed together are contracted into “mas”. 

Table 2.3 displays the clitics alterations involving two clitics.  These alterations are mandatory, so 

when a combinations of the table is present in the sequence of clitics to be attached to a verb, the 

corresponding alteration will occur.

4 Although valid, a sequence of clitics might not be attached to certain verb forms due to its subcategorization properties and feature 

bundle properties. For example, “validas-se-ta” is not valid.
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Table 2.3: Combination of clitics and the resulting alteration that can be verified on a sequence of clitics.

Certain combinations of verbs and clitics may force an alteration on the clitic and/or on the verb. 

These situations  will  only occur  in enclisis  and mesoclisis.  An example of  a verb altered in the 

presence of a clitic is amá-la, which is the combination of the verb form amar (to love) with the clitic 

“a”.

If the verb forms ends with “-m”, “-ão” or “-õe”, the clitics of group C are preceded by the 

letter “n”. For example, when the clitic “as” is attached to the verb form amam, the result is 

amam-nas.

When the verb forms ends in “-r”, “-s” or “-z” and has a clitic of the group C attached in enclisis 

position, an alteration will occur. In these situations, the verb form loses the final letter and the clitic 

is preceded by “l”.  Conta-lo is an example of that kind of alteration. It is formed by the verb form 

contas and the clitic “o”.

In some cases, the alteration in the verb form spreads to the previous letter. For example, if the verb 

terminates in “-ar”, the “r” is dropped and the “a” is replaced by “á”, as in the example amá-la. The 

same is true with a “-az” termination:  fá-lo (faz+o), but untrue with “-as” termination like  ama-la 

(amas+a).

Table 2.4 shows all situations that force an alteration between a clitic and a verb and the changes that 

need to be done.
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me+o no-lo
me+a ma no-la

mos
me+as mas

to
ta

mo nos+o lhe+o lho
nos+a lhe+a lha

me+os nos+os no-los lhe+os lhos
nos+as no-las lhe+as lhas

te+o vos+o vo-lo
te+a vos+a vo-la

te+os tos vos+os vo-los
te+as tas vos+as vo-las



Table 2.4: The result of attaching the clitic “o” in enclisis to a verb with certain terminations. The same holds for the rest of

    the clitics in group C, “a”, “os” and “as”.

Clitic alterations can also appear in mesoclisis. The changes will occur between the clitic and 

that part of the verb that precedes it. For example, combining the verb encontraria with the 

clitic “o” would result in encontrá-lo-ia. Since the clitic is placed after the “ar” according to 

the table 2.4, an alteration must occur. Contractions and vocal alterations between clitics are 

not affected by the mesoclisis position.

2.3 - Computational challenges

Creating automatic tools to lemmatize and featurize a verb form poses interesting challenges. These 

challenges  are  related  to  the  characteristics  of  the  Portuguese  verbal  inflection  system  and  the 

difficulties associated with them.

The main characteristic of the verbal inflection system is the large number of feature bundles. This 

gives rise to large conjugation tables containing many inflected forms for each lemma. The existence 

of many irregularities and pseudo-irregularities contributes for the existence of a large number of 

conjugation  paradigms.  As  a  consequence,  there  is  a  huge  number  of  inflection  rules,  and  by 

consequence, a large number of lemmatization and featurization rules.
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-ir+o
-i-lo

-ar+o -á-lo -m+o -m-no
-is+o

-ô-lo
-as+o -a-lo -ê-lo-e-lo
-os+o -o-lo -ais+o -aí-lo

-ô-lo

-ás+o -á-lo
-ê-lo

Clitic preceded by “l”and last letter of verb dropped
Clitic preceded by “n”Penultimate letter changed

-az+o -ão+o -ão-no
-iz+o -or+o -õe+o -õe-no

-er+o
-es+o -ez+o

-ôr+o -air+o
-ôs+o

-ês+o



The large number of conjugation rules give rise to a large number of ambiguities5 of verb forms. Verb 

forms can present lemma ambiguity, termination ambiguity or both.

The lemma ambiguity is the case where the verb form could have been originated from more than one 

lemma, though expressing the same feature bundle in both cases. This situation happens because the 

conjugation rules of paradigm “A,” when applied to a certain lemma “l1”, will originate the same 

verb form as the one originated by another conjugation rule  of paradigm “B” when applied to a 

lemma “l2”. In lemmatization terms, the same verb form termination has two different lemmatization 

rules, each generating a specific lemma.

An example of that is the form  giro. It can either have the lemma  gerir (to manage) or  girar (to 

gyrate), both with the Indicativo, Presente, 1st Person, Singular. In the first lemma, the termination 

“-erir”  was replaced with  “-iro”,  while  in the second “-ar” was replaced with “-o”.  The lemmas 

belong  to  two  different  conjugation  paradigms and  use  two  different  conjugation  rules.  But  the 

application of those rules to those specific lemmas generate the same inflected form.

The termination ambiguity, in turn, occurs when a verb form was generated from a single lemma but 

expresses more than one feature bundle. This situation can be observed by looking at a conjugation 

table of any lemma. For example, perca is the Conjuntivo, Presente, 1st and 3rd Person, Singular of the 

lemma perder (to lose). This situation is caused when several conjugation rules are applied in more 

than one feature bundle.

A verb form can also be ambiguous both in terms of the lemma and of the feature. For example, the 

verb form “A” could be an inflected form of the lemma “L1” with the feature bundle “F1” or an 

inflected form of a lemma “L2” with “F2” as feature bundle, considering that “L1” and “L2” are 

different and the same happening with “F1” and “F2”.

An example of this kind of ambiguity is the verb form virei. It can either be the inflected form of the 

lemma vir (to come) expressing the Indicativo, Futuro presente, 1st Person, Singular or the inflection 

5 For the purposes of this work, the ambiguity between the different basic meanings of a word will not be taken into account, but only the 

ambiguities resulting from the inflection process. For example,  fui presents lemma ambiguity,  but we know for sure we are in the 

presence of a  verb form, therefore this  ambiguity will  be treated.  Bateria,  for  example is a  different  case.  The word has several 

meanings also as a noun, but for the present work these meanings are not important.
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of  the  lemma  virar (to  turn)  on  the  Indicativo,  Pretérito  perfeito,  1st Person,  Singular.  Both 

possibilities are inflections of different lemmas also with different feature bundles.

This type of ambiguity may also include more than one solution for each lemma. For example, the 

verb  form  equipara can  assume several  solutions  when lemmatized  and featurized.  It  can be an 

inflected form of the lemma equipar (to equip) conveying the Indicativo, Pretérito mais-que-perfeito, 

1st or the 3rd Person, Singular. But the verb form can also be an inflected form of the lemma equiparar 

(to match) in conveying the Imperativo, Afirmative, 2nd Person, Singular or the Indicativo, Presente, 

3rd Person, Singular. In this example, the verb form is lemma and termination ambiguous. Table 2.5 

shows all possible solutions described. As it is shown, there are two possible lemmas, each associated 

with two feature bundles.

Table 2.5: The possible lemmas and feature bundles conveyed by the verb form equipara.

One of the goals of the present work is to ensure the capacity to deal with neologisms. Neologisms 

are words that may have been recently introduced in the lexicon. The tools developed should be able 

to lemmatize and featurize unknown verbs the same way known ones are treated, provided they are 

well-formed. This will force the tools to somehow identify the conjugation paradigm of the verb form 

in question and apply the rules of that paradigm, instead of relying on large lists of inflected forms 

that are stored efficiently in memory. Newly formed verbs should fall under an existent paradigm. 

According to (Bergström and Reis, 2004, p. 60), neologisms will belong to the first conjugation.

Finally, clitics may also be the source of ambiguities.6 In table 2.4 we can see part of the problem. 

Looking at that table, any verb form ending in “-ir”, “-is” or “-iz” with a clitic of group C attached to 

it will have the same termination. This will generate a termination ambiguity.

6 The presence “nos” in enclisis position is ambiguous if the verb form ends with “-m”, “-ão” or “-õe”. In this conditions, the clitic can 

either be “nos” or “os” (the clitic gains an “n”). However, this ambiguity is not in the scope of the present work.
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equipara
equipar

equiparar

Verb form Lemma Feature Bundle
Indicativo, Pretérito Mais-que-Perfeito, 1st Person, Singular
Indicativo, Pretérito Mais-que-Perfeito, 3rd Person, Singular

Imperativo, Afirmativo, 2nd Person, Singular
Indicativo, Presente, 3rd Person, Singular



For example, partir7 and partis, both inflected forms of the lemma partir (to break / to leave), when 

associated the clitic “o” in enclisis both generate parti-lo. In this case, the presence of the clitic gives 

rise to an ambiguity of the verb form itself, adding an extra level of difficulty to the process.

When taking all that into account, (the large number of feature bundles, the number of conjugation 

paradigms, the ambiguities, clitics and being able to deal with neologisms) it becomes clear that the 

creation of tools to perform verbal lemmatization, featurization and disambiguation is not a simple 

one.

7 The verb form “partir” presents a termination ambiguity.
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Chapter 3
Previous Work

“You have to know the past  to understand the  

present.”

- Carl Sagan

This chapter presents works that have  been published addressing the area of verbal lemmatization. 

Some of these works were developed for the Portuguese language, other were developed for other 

languages, but the methods and results are important for the presented work.

3.1 – For Portuguese

Jspell

Jspell  is  a  tool  that  was developed by Almeida and Pinto (1994).  It  is  a  morphological  analyzer 

relying on lists of words and inflection rules. But it does not state how unknown entries are handled 

and the results of evaluation of its performance are not presented.

Palavras

Palavas is a tool that uses a constraint  grammar  formalism to tag and perform syntactic  analysis 

(Bick,  2002).  The  tool  relies  on  a  dictionary  of  known  word  forms,  and  uses  rules  to  identify 

unknown ones. It  presents a 99% “correctness” rate for morphology.  However,  this tool does not 

perform a full disambiguation, and sometimes might leave more than one tag (feature or lemma) on 

the tokens
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Tree Tagger

Tree  Tagger  is  a  tool  for  annotating  text  with  part-of-speech  and  lemma,  requiring  a  specific 

dictionary. The is one such dictionary for Portuguese developed by Pablo Gamallo.8 However, this 

tool does not identify the feature bundle of the tokens, and if the word is unknown, the lemma is 

omitted as well. An online version is available at:

http://galvan.usc.es/%7Egamallo/php/tagger/TaggerPT.php.

Chrupala (2006)

This  work  describes  a  lemmatizer  based  on  lemmatization  rules  automatically  extracted  from  a 

training corpus. The rules are gathered using a short edit script (Myers, 1986). It is interesting to note 

that the rules are extracted using the string reversed.

Several experiments were done using corpora for several languages. The author reports an f-score 

value between 91.21% and 73.21% on unseen words. The best  score was obtained with Catalan, 

scoring 94.64% f-score (overall  task),  and with Polish, scoring 79.58% f-score for unseen words. 

These scores only take into account non-null lemmas.9 This work encompassed both nominal and 

verbal lemmas.

3.2 – For other languages

Some works for other languages present solutions for verbal lemmatization or methods that can be 

used to perform that task.

Minnen, Carroll, Pearce (2001)

Among other things, authors describes a method used to obtain the lemma of a word in English. The 

method uses lemmatization rules in order to obtain the lemma and the inflection type. For example, 

8 http://gramatica.usc.es/~gamallo/index.html

9 When the lemma is not equal to the verb form.
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“carried” would result in “carry+ed”. The rules indicate the replacement (“-ied” is replaced by “-y”) 

and the inflection type (“ed”). The evaluation presented results above 99.90% accuracy.

Erjavec and Džeroski (2004)

This publication presents the results of an automatic lemmatizer for Slovenian nouns, adjectives and 

main  verbs.  The  lemmatizer  described uses  lemmatization  rules  gathered  automatically  from  a 

training corpus of around 300 00 words containing 15 000 lemmas. A total of 8 755 general rules 

were gathered.

To perform the lemmatization task, authors trained a POS tagger, and used it to tag a testing corpus. 

From that  corpus,  they collected the nouns, adjectives  and main verbs that  did not  appear  in the 

corpus used to train the tagger. These tokens were then used for the test.10 A total of 763 tokens were 

lemmatized,  50  of  them  verbs.  Authors  report  an  accuracy  of  91.1%  over  nouns,  94.8%  over 

adjectives and 82.0% over verbs, having an overall accuracy of 91.1%.

3.3 – Overview

As it can be noted, there are some works done in the area of verbal lemmatization. However, 

none of the works done for Portuguese presents evaluation results for this specific task (the 

results  presented by Chrupala (2006) is  the result  of  nominal  and verbal  lemmatization). 

(Erjavec  and Džeroski, 2004) is the only work to present evaluation results for the verbal 

lemmatization task. 

Overall,  none of the above publications was designed with the same goals of the present 

work. However, results presented in the works of Chrupala (2006) and Erjavec and Džeroski 

(2004) will be compared with the results of the developed tool presented in Chapter 5.

10 The idea of the authors was to collect the evaluation results over unknown tokens only.
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Chapter 4
Out-of-Context  Lemmatization and Featurization

The first approach towards the automatic lemmatization and featurization was to do it disregarding 

context. The lack of context makes it impossible to select a single answer if more than one are found. 

So the focus was to develop a tool capable of finding all  possible candidate lemmas and feature 

bundles11 for a given verb form. The result returned by this tool will be of vital importance to a future 

disambiguator module as it provides the latter with all the possible candidate solutions.

4.1 – Algorithm outline

Originally, it was planed to separate the lemmatization and featurization of a verb into two different 

processing modules. The lemmatizer would run before the featurizer, and that module could used the 

lemma  information  to  improve its  result.  However,  that  approach  was  changed,  joining  the  two 

together in one single procedure. The reason for this decision was that the nature of both processes 

are very similar.

The lemmatization rules allow us to obtain the lemma by replacing a certain termination of the verb 

form being lemmatized with a certain replacing string, in order to restore the lemma of that verb 

form. In turn, the featurization rules used by the featurization process help in finding terminations on 

the verb form and retrieving the feature bundles associated to them. As we can see, the rules used by 

the  two  processes  need  to  identify  terminations  on  the  target  verb  form.  This  means  that 

lemmatization and featurization process could be done at the same time and a single search would be 

needed instead of two.

Besides doing only one search, another advantage of joining these tasks together is the association 

between  lemma  and  feature.  A  feature  bundle  found  by  the  featurization  process  needs  to  be 

associated with a lemma in order to create a valid result. Consider, for example, the verb form vendei. 

11 This work considers valid the inflected forms not allowed on defective verbs. However, the inflected forms on the “imperativo” mood 

of lemmas that do not allow them are still considered invalid.
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It can be the inflected form of the lemma vendar (to blindfold) with Indicativo, Pretérito perfeito, 1st 

Person, Singular as feature bundle or the inflected form of the lemma vender (to sell) expressing the 

Imperativo, Affirmative, 2nd Person, Plural. These are the only two possible results.  However, the 

featurization process would have no way to do that association, since the termination replaced by the 

lemmatization process is the same in both cases. With both processes done at the same time, when the 

lemma vendar is found, the correct feature bundle is also found, the same happening with the lemma 

vender.

Having decided to merge the lemmatization and featurization into a single step, the basic idea was 

then  to  replace  terminations  of  an  input  verb  with  replacing  terminations  that  allowed  the 

reconstitution  of  the  lemma.  Feature  bundle  information  is  also  associated  with  that  pair.  The 

terminations  and  their  replacements  are  the  equivalent  of  the  lemmatization  rules,  while  the 

terminations and feature bundle represent the featurization rules. That information is stored in a list 

(terminations list) to be used by the lemmatization12 program.

List of terminations

The list of terminations was collected with the help of the conjugator developed by Costa (2004). 

This task was developed in two phases. First,  the conjugator generated the inflected forms for all 

possible  feature  bundles  of  the  model  verbs  for  each  conjugation  paradigm considered  (the  80 

paradigms identified by Gramado (1999) were chosen for this task). If needed, the list of paradigms 

would be extended,13 choosing new model verbs and conjugating them. After collecting all inflected 

forms  generated,  the  terminations  were  extracted  and  associated  with  the  replacing  terminations 

required to recover the lemma. Information on the feature bundle was also added to the corresponding 

pair.

Each entry in the termination list contains a triple made of the replacing string, the termination of the 

verb form to be replaced and the feature  bundle.  The feature  bundle is  subdivided in two parts, 

corresponding to the person and number (or gender and number) and the other inflection features.

12 This work will follow the convention of terming the lemmatization and featurization tool simply as the lemmatizer.

13 For an automatic  lemmatization  process,  the conjugation paradigms should contain lemmas with equal termination.  But Gramado 

(1999) grouped lemmas with different terminations in the same paradigm. For example, cobrir (to cover) and tossir (to cough) - both 

irregular verb - belong to the same paradigm. The termination for cobrir is “-obrir” and for tossir is “-ossir”. This forced the extension 

of the paradigm, conveying the lemmas ended in “-ossir”.
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During the construction of the list, it came to notice a constant ambiguity between the lemma pôr (to 

put) and its derivations. The derivations of pôr can be obtained by adding a prefix (“re-”, “des-”, etc.) 

to the lemma, like with all other lemmas. But the derivations of that lemma do not possess the accent 

(“^”) on the thematic vowel, creating different set of terminations for these verbs, for the purposes of 

lemmatization.

The difference of terminations between  pôr (to put) and the verbs derived by prefixation  from it 

forces the use of different lemmatization rules, despite all these verbs be consider in grammar books, 

as belonging to the same conjugation paradigm. Let us consider the Indicativo, Presente, 1st Person, 

Singular, the inflection of the lemma  pôr which is  ponho,  and the same inflection for the lemma 

dispor (a derivation of  pôr) which is  disponho.  Both terminations are equal (“-ponho”),  but their 

lemmas are not. This translates in two lemmatization rules, one replacing “ponho” by “pôr” (rule for 

the verb pôr) and the other replacing it with “por” (the rule for derivated from it).

The existence of one lemmatization rule for pôr (to put) and a different one for its derivations creates 

an ambiguity because in each case the two lemmatization rules will be found, only one of them being 

correct. For example, the search for the verb form ponho would have two results, one forming the 

lemma “pôr” (a valid lemma) and the other “por” (an invalid lemma). The same is true for the derived 

forms: disponho will discover the lemma dispôr (incorrect) and dispor.

In order to avoid this ambiguity, only the terminations relevant for the derivations of pôr (to put) are 

present on the list of termination. In case the verb at stake happens to be an inflected form of pôr, a 

replacement will be done later during the lemmatization process in order to restore that lemma.

After having the list of triples collected, the algorithm is simple. A search is made on that list to 

collect  all  possible  terminations  of  a  given  input  form.  Each  such  termination  is  replaced  and 

associated to the  corresponding feature bundle. A set of candidates emerges as the result  of this 

search, each containing a lemma and a feature bundle. Since there is no context, it is impossible to 

select only one candidate as the correct answer, so the execution of the procedure stops at this point.
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4.2 – Implementation

Data structure

The core of  the algorithm consists  in the  list  of  terminations,  replacing terminations and feature 

bundles, and how the search is done. Having that list completed, an appropriate structure is needed to 

store its content and to make the searches effective. The structure chosen to store the data was a trie, 

a kind of tree that uses a keyword to store and retrieve information.

The storage in a  trie is  done by creating a descending path through the tree,  and each branch is 

associated  with  a  certain  letter.  So,  in  order  to  insert  data  with  the  key  “LEAP”,  the  insertion 

algorithm would have to find or create an “L” branch on the root of the tree, after that an “E” branch 

would be required, and so on until the final “P” branch, storing the information on the root of that 

branch.  Next,  if  we wanted to add to the structure  data  the key “LEAPS”,  the same path of  the 

previous inserted data is used, and from the node where it was stored, another branch corresponding 

to the letter “S” would be created. Figure 4.1 displays an example of a trie.

Fig 4.1: An example of a trie with the words “tree”, “trie”, “leap”, “leaps”, “leaping” and “leaf”.

Searches are done in the same way, using the key to descend on the tree. The algorithm stops either 

when the key word has no more letters or a leaf is reached. In this later case, the information of the 

current node is returned, or else if at a certain point the expected branch is not found, that means that 

the desired data is not stored.
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The  implemented  trie  has  the  same  structure  of  the  basic  trie  described.  The  content  of  the 

terminations file is stored in the trie using the termination string as the key, but with that string in 

reverse, implying that the first branch will contain the last letter of each termination. For example, to 

store the termination “-áramos”, the insertion algorithm would insert the key somará. The reason why 

the termination is inserted backwards instead of forwards is because the searches done by the verbal 

lemmatization and featurization process are more effective this way.

After  inserting  all  the  entries  of  the  list  of  terminations,  each  node  of  the  trie  may contain  the 

information of one or more lemmatization rules. The trie of Figure 4.2 is a representation of a portion 

of the terminations stored and the required replacement to obtain the lemma.

Fig 4.2: A representation of part of the trie containing the lemmatization rules. The termination of the verb form to be replaced

                 is the key. The displayed portion contains some terminations of the Indicativo, Presente, 1st Person, Singular and their

                 respective replacements.

Starting with the last letter of the verb form, the search algorithm tries to find a branch with that letter 

on the root of the tree. If one is found, the root of the sub-tree of that branch is searched for rules 

stored there, adding them to all the solutions found so far. After seeing the existence of rules in a 

given node, the search continues with the next letter until one of two possible scenarios happen; either 

there are no more letters on the verb, or the trie has no branch at the current node for the next letter. In 

any of these cases, the data collected from all nodes visited during the search is returned.

Let us consider the verb form sigo as an example. Using the trie in Figure 4.2, the algorithm seeks to 

find branches with the letter “o”. “o” is found, but no data is attached to the root of that branch. The 
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algorithm proceeds with the letter “g”. A branch is found, and this time the root node has two possible 

replacements; “-guer” or “-guir”. This means that the termination “-go” can be replaced by “-guer” or 

“-guir”, creating the solutions siguer and siguir respectively. This solutions will be stored.

The algorithm continues,  searching for  a branch with the letter  “i”.  It  exists,  and the node has a 

possible  replacement  attached to  it,  which is  “-eguir”.  Applying  this  replacement,  we obtain  the 

solution seguir (to follow). The algorithm now tries to find a branch with the letter “s”. However, the 

sub-tree  does  not  contain  the  desired  branch  and  the  algorithm stops  returning  three  candidate 

solutions: siguer, siguir and seguir.

The example above clarifies why the terminations are inserted backwards. For each verb form being 

analysed,  a  single  search  suffices  to  retrieve  all  its  possible  combinations  of  lemma  and  feature 

bundle.  Notice  that  searches  for  any  verb  with  the  “-eguir”  (perseguir,  to  pursue;  conseguir; 

proseguir) will have the same results.

Filters

The result  of the search for termination rules is a list  of triples where each element contains the 

replacement, the termination to be replaced and the corresponding feature bundle, representing the 

lemmatization  and featurization rules  found.  Applying  the replacement,  the tool  obtains a lemma 

concatenated with the feature bundle. A list of pairs, each containing a lemma and a feature bundle 

are the candidate solutions of the tool.

However, some of those candidate results can be incorrect. For example, one of the lemmatizer's 

solution for the verb form cavamos is a pair composed of the lemma cair (to fall) and the Indicativo, 

Presente,  1st Person,  Singular.  However,  the inflected form of that  lemma conveying  that  feature 

bundle is caímos. In order eliminate these incorrect candidate results, some filters were created.

Understanding  the  nature  of  the  errors  is  essential  to  know what  filters  have  to  be  applied.  By 

analysing several  lemmatizer's  solutions,  common characteristics  were  identified and a filter  was 

created for each set of problems.
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Filter for accentuated characters

The first  filter  to  eliminate  candidate  solutions  had the  motivation  that,  except  in  rare  cases,  no 

Portuguese lemma has accentuated characters. However, the result of the lemmatization sometimes 

displayed candidates with lemmas containing accents. A filter was created to remove them, ensuring 

at the same time the non elimination of lemmas  that can support accentuation.

Before explaining the filter, it is essential to know in what situations a lemma presents accentuated 

characters. There are two situations where this occurs. First the lemma pôr (to put), which is the only 

lemma with an accent on the termination. And second, verb derivations containing the prefixes “pré-” 

or “recém-”, like the lemmas pré-datar (to predate) and recém-formar (recently formed).

The algorithm implemented initially tries to separate the candidate lemma from one of the possible 

prefixes with accentuation. If one of those prefixes are removed, it will be stored and placed again on 

the outcoming lemma after this filter finishes. After that process, the algorithm looks into the lemma, 

and discards the candidate if an illegal character is found. Table 4.1 contains all illegal characters the 

filter tries to find.

Table 4.1: All characters targeted by the filter.

The removal of the prefixes “pré-”  and “recém-”  ensures that the candidate will not be discarded 

because of them. The lemma might still be invalid if it contains any character of the table above on 

the remaining portion of the lemma.

Restoration of pôr

After removing lemmas with accentuated characters, it is safe to restore the lemma pôr (to put). Due 

to the simplification described above, the lemma pôr is never restored by the lemmatization rules to 

avoid an ambiguity. This causes that lemma to appear as “por”  on the lemmatizer's result. But this 
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filter restores it by replacing any result with “por” lemma, by pôr. The replacement is only applied if 

the lemma found is exactly “por”.

Removal of unknown lemmas

Another  main  characteristic  in almost every search is  the large portion of unknown lemmas  (the 

candidate lemma is not found on a list of known lemmas). To better visualize this, table 4.2 shows all 

the candidates found by the tool before the application of any filter for the verb form rendia. As it can 

be seen, only the two candidates with green background are known lemmas.

Table 4.2: The unfiltered result of the lemmatization of the verb rendia. The green background indicates a known lemma.

Removing unknown lemmas  can be a good way to narrow down the list  of candidates,  but  goes 

against one of the goals set for this tool: to be able to deal with unknown verbs (neologisms). Also, it 

is debatable whether a possible unknown lemma in a solution is an error. In fact, those lemmas can be 

correctly  lemmatized  and  featurized,  because  their  conjugation  rules  are  covered  by  an  existing 

paradigm.14 A filter to remove candidates containing these lemmas was implemented.

The filter itself is divided in two steps. The first one identifies the known lemmas. This is done by 

searching the candidate's lemma in a list of known lemmas containing around 12 000 entries, and 

marking it if the it was found on the list.

The identification of known lemmas is then followed by the removal of the unknown ones. Since the 

candidates containing known lemmas were marked, only marked candidates are kept while the others 

are discarded. Because no neologisms would be lemmatized when this filter  is  applied, its  use is 

optional.

14 According to Bergstöm and Reis 2004, the newly formed verbs belong to the first conjugation, meaning that they will end with “-ar”.
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Invalid terminations

The next filter deals with another problem, that can be seen in Table 4.3. Looking at this table we can 

notice several candidate lemmas (background yellow) with illegal or non existing terminations. For 

example, “-IIR” does not occur on any verb, and the same applied to “-IER”. Therefore, these cases 

should be removed.

Table 4.3: The unfiltered result of the lemmatization of the verb rendia. On a yellow background the candidates with 

    non-allowed terminations.

The elimination of candidates uses a list of the terminations that are not allowed, compares each of 

those with the termination of each candidate lemma, and removes the candidate solution if one of 

them match. The filtered terminations are listed in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: The non-allowed terminations.

Conjugation filter

At this point, the filters removed many of the incorrect solutions,  but some of them still 

remain. Each lemma is associated with a specific conjugation paradigm, and each of these 

paradigms has a set of conjugation rules to be applied, one for each feature bundle. For each 

conjugation rule there is a lemmatization rule, each represented on the list of terminations 

that is loaded into the trie and used by the lemmatization process.
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Invalid solutions result from the application of lemmatization rules that are associated with a 

specific conjugation paradigm to a verb form (typically, the so-called irregular verb forms) 

whose lemma's paradigm do not follow those rules. Let us see the example of the verb form 

estou, the inflected form of the lemma  estar (to be) in the Indicativo, Presente, 1st Person, 

Singular. The lemmatization rule applied in order to restore the lemma is the replacement of 

the verb form  estou by the lemma  estar.15 But  as it  is  shown in Figure  4.3,  there is  an 

additional rule that can be applied: the replacement of “ou” by “ar”. The lemma recovered by 

that rule is  estar.  The problem is the feature bundle associated with this rule; Indicativo, 

Pretérito perfeito, 3rd Person, Singular. The inflected for of  estar for that feature bundle is 

esteve and not estou.

Fig 4.3: Partial view of the trie containing the data for the lemmatization process. Two rules can be applied to the verb form

                 estou. The lemma recovered is the same in both cases, but the feature bundles are not.

This problem also becomes visible when looking at Table 4.5, where the output of the verbal 

lemmatizer for the verb rendia is shown. The previously described filters already identified 

known lemmas (represented with a green background colour), and eliminated lemmas with 

illegal terminations (painted yellow in the table). But the solutions in orange are illegal and 

still  remain,  because  the inflection of  the lemma  rendir for  the feature  bundles  of those 

candidates is rinda.

15 In order to avoid ambiguities, the full replacement of the verb form is implemented in the lemmatization rules.
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Table 4.5: The result of the lemmatization of the verb rendia. On a yellow background the candidates with non-allowed 

              terminations. Solutions whose conjugation of the lemma or the  associated feature are not the verb rendia are

              in orange, while the known lemmas are in green.

Looking at Table 4.5, we only see unknown lemmas in that situation, but known lemmas can 

also be affected by this problem. The example cavamos shown in table 4.6 demonstrates that. 

The lemmatization of the verb form cavamos with no filters applied displays eleven possible 

solutions,  five of them known verbs. For the four in a blue box,  cavamos is not a valid 

inflected form of the lemma found under the feature bundle at stake. None of the previous 

filters removed these candidates.

Table 4.6: The result of the lemmatization of the verb cavamos. The green background indicates a known lemmas. The

              blue background  also indicates an invalid inflection of the lemma with the associated features.

The implemented approach to filter  these illegal candidates was to conjugate each of the 

lemmas with their respective feature bundle. The candidate is considered valid if the verb 

form being lemmatized and the result inflected form are the same. Non matching candidates 

are discarded. This removes all the invalid solutions not filtered until this point.

This method has however a disadvantage. The overall speed of the lemmatizer went down when the 

conjugation filter was applied. This problem was minimized by reducing the number of requests done 

to the conjugator.
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The previous filters already helped to reduce the number of requests. In addition to that, the best way 

to  reduce  the  load  of  the  conjugator  is  to  avoid  its  use  on  known lemmas.  Since  the  result  of 

conjugating these lemmas can be known beforehand, the idea was to build a list of all possible verb 

forms that resulted from the inflection of known lemmas. With this list created, when a known lemma 

is found in any candidate, the conjugation filter would simply compare the verb form that served as 

input for the program with the stored result, keeping the candidate if they were equal, filtering them 

otherwise. This solution improved the speed of the lemmatization process.

The price to pay for having all those verb forms loaded is the amount of space required. The list 

gathered contained 791 683 entries, each corresponding to a single inflection of a lemma. Once more, 

compound tenses were not considered.

It is worth noting, however, that time gain did not represent a significant improvement. Usually, the 

majority of the candidates do not have known lemmas, implying that most of them would still need to 

be conjugated. Even worst, the time to load all the entries into memory before the application of the 

algorithm was greatly increased making the time gained even less significant. Since the overall speed 

gain was not a significant improvement, this solution was decided not to be kept in the final version.

The conjugation filter would be the last filter applied to the candidates. Figure 4.4 shows a scheme of 

the algorithm implemented to lemmatize and featurize verbs out-of-context.

Fig 4.4: The outline of the final algorithm implemented by the tool.
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4.3 – Online service

After finishing the out-of-context lemmatizer and featurizer, an online page providing that service 

was  developed  and  made  available.  The  service  can  currently  be  found  at  the  online  address: 

http://lxlem.di.fc.ul.pt.

Interface

The web service  provided  an input  box where  the  users  can input  the  verb  form they intend to 

lemmatize and featurize, and the result of that process appears in an area bellow that box. In Figure 

4.5, it is shown the interface of the online service after the lemmatization of the verb acham-ta. The 

lemmatization is done by pressing the “Lemmatize”  button on the right of the input box, while the 

clear  button clears  that  box and any results  from previous  executions.  Bellow those buttons  is  a 

checkbox that, when activated, forces unknown lemmas not be displayed in the solution area.

Fig 4.5: An example of the current version of the online service.
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The solution of the lemmatization is displayed in the output area. On top of that box, a dark blue band 

contains the verb form that was lemmatized and featurized and also the sequence the clitics attached 

to it,  without any contractions or alterations. In the example shown on Figure 4.5, the verb form 

lemmatized is equal to the verb form entered. This is what will happen most of the times. But clitics 

may  alter  the  termination  of  the  verb  form.  That  alteration  is  restored  in  order  to  apply  the 

lemmatization and featurization process.

However, sometimes the exact underlying verb form is unknown. This occurs when, in the presence 

of a sequence of clitics, more than one possible verb forms could have originated the specific input. 

For example, both verb forms ouvir and ouvis when attached to a clitic of Group C,16 (for example 

“a”), will lose the last letter and the clitic is prefixed with an “l”, forming ouvi-la. A more detailed 

explanation of how clitics  can alter  verbs and how the online  service  deals  with  the  situation is 

described in Section 4.3.2.

Each dark blue band will identify the verb form whose lemma and feature bundles are displayed. For 

each of those verb forms a division is made, separating known lemmas from unknown ones. The 

known verbs are identified by a simple band in light blue, while the unknown has “other possible 

lemmas” written,  or  “only unknown verbs”  if  no  known lemmas  were  found.  By activating  the 

checkbox “known verbs only”, the unknown lemmas will not be displayed.

Each possible solution consists of three lines. The first line contains the lemma, in blue letters. In the 

line below that, the inflection features are indicated. Each feature is separated by “|”. The first feature 

is  the Mood value,  followed by the  value for  Tense,  Person and Number.  Finally, the third  line 

contains two links. The first one, the “cjg”, opens a new window with the lxconjugator's result for the 

lemma found.17 The other one, “trl”, also opens a new window and displays the English translation of 

that  lemma.  The  translation  is  obtained  by  resorting  to  the  site 

http://www.ultralingua.com/onlinedictionary/.

16 The grouping of clitics is described on Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 2.

17 LX-Conjugator is an online service developed by Francisco Costa and António Branco at the NLX group, allowing the conjugation of 

Portuguese lemmas. The service is currently available online at http://lxconjugator.di.fc.ul.pt/index.html. 
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Challenges

Although similar to the base lemmatizer  tool  developed,  and described above in Section 4.2,  the 

online service had to be a little more complex than that tool. Some simplifications were made on the 

base lemmatizer because of the context in which it is supposed to work: it runs over a POS-tagged 

text, and adds lemma and inflection feature tags to tokens previously tagged as verbs. This implies 

that the tokens were already separated and identified by another tool before the verbal lemmatization 

process takes place thus making the lemmatizer's task simpler in some aspects.

The first simplification considered were the compound tenses. Since they are composed of two verb 

forms, in the tagged text they correspond to two separate tokens that can be individually lemmatized 

just like any other verb token. After the lemmatization of both constituents, the compound tense can 

easily be found just by looking at the auxiliary verb feature bundle.

The second simplification relates to clitics. Clitics may be attached to a verb, but there are certain 

rules they must obey in order to be considered correctly placed. However, when the text arrives to the 

base lemmatizer, the clitics are already detached and tagged with a specific tag. This is true even for 

clitics in mesoclisis. Because of that, this tool does not have to deal with them.

Finally,  the  text  is  assumed  to  be  well  formed  and  containing  no  orthographic  mistakes.  This 

consideration allows the base lemmatizer to skip the step of input validation.

In contrast to this, the input for the online service is raw text introduced by the users. The input can be 

a compound tense and/or contain clitics. There is also no guarantees that the input is orthographically 

and grammatically correct, thus requiring the handling of possible errors in the input to be processed. 

This forced the inclusion of a pre-processing step before the lemmatization process is executed.

4.3.1 - Pre-conditions and clitic handling

For the  online  tool,  before  the  lemmatization  process  takes  place,  the  input  must  be  treated and 

validated first. Clitics and compound tenses are the main targets of this pre-processing. To a large 

extent, errors in the verb form are not problematic for the lemmatizer, since it can handle unknown 

verb forms.
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Clitics

Clitics are a possible source of errors in the input. These pronouns need to follow certain rules in 

order  to  be  considered  correctly  placed.  Their  presence  in  enclisis  or  mesoclisis  can  also  force 

alterations on the underlying verb form, that need to be undone in order for this to serve as input for 

the base lemmatizer.

Algorithm outline

The validation of the clitics present on the input is a task that requires different steps. In each step, 

several validations are made and some changes can be made in order to restore the original verb form 

and clitics.

The first step consists in separating the parts of the input that belong to the verb form from those that 

belong to  the sequence of clitics,  and at  the same time, this  process  identifies  and validates  the 

placement of the sequence (enclisis, proclisis or mesoclisis).

The next step validates how the elements of the sequence are written and undoes possible alterations 

that could have been caused by the clitics. After that, the order of the sequence is validated.

Finally, the presence of some clitics in the sequence and the placement of the sequence itself may 

cause  some  restrictions  on  the  solutions  of  the  base  lemmatizer.  The  last  step  is  to  use  that 

information to filter the results of that tool.

Identifying the sequence of clitics

In the first step, the algorithm identifies all the components of the input. The components can be the 

clitic sequence, the main verb and the auxiliary verb. This identification also allows to identify the 

placement of the clitic with respect to the verb.

This step is done in two ways. Firstly, the empty spaces are used to divide the input. With the input 

divided, each token is divided by “-”. For example, the input tem-nos dito initially is divided in two 
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tokens “tem-nos” and “dito”. After that, each token is separated by “-”. The first part originates “tem” 

and “nos”, while the second one remains the same.

After identifying the sub-tokens, the process tries to identify each of them as a possible element of the 

sequence  of  clitics.18 Table  4.7  displays  all  possible  elements  that  are  used to  identify  the  clitic 

sequence. The ones on the “Clitics” column are all possible clitics. The “Contractions” are the result 

of  contracting  two  clitics.  The  Vocalic  alterations  column  displays  all  clitics  that  suffered  an 

alteration caused by another clitic or by the verb form itself. Finally, the elements of the “Futures” 

column are the terminations of the tenses that allow mesoclisis, and are used to identify that type of 

clitic placement.

Table 4.7: All the possible elements the algorithm tries to find in a clitic sequence.19

Let us consider two examples. First dá-la-ia. In this first step, blank spaces are used to separate the 

input. Since there are none, a single token is found. That token is then divided in by “-”. Three sub-

tokens emerge: “dá”,  “la”  and “ia”.  The first  one cannot  belong to  the  sequence of clitics.  This 

indicates that the token is part of the verb form. The second can be found in Table 4.7, therefore 

belonging to the clitic sequence. Since it is the first one found, it mark the beginning of the sequence 

of clitics. The last one can also be found on the referred table, belonging to the  “F-Term” column. 

Not only this indicates the end of the sequence of clitics but also the presence of a mesoclisis. After 

this step, the algorithm has identified “dá” as part of the verb form, “la” as the sequence of clitics and 

“ia”  as a termination attached to “dá”,  and because  that  termination is  present,  the  mesoclisis  is 

identified as well.

A second example is  tenho-te dito and exemplifies an enclisis placement in a compound tense. By 

splitting the input following the blank spaces, two tokens are considered: “tenho-te” and “dito”. The 

18 At this point, the elements of the sequence of clitics can be clitics (e.g. “te”, “se”), a contraction of clitics (e.g'. “mos”, “lhos”) or clitics 

that suffer a vocalic alteration (e.g. “no”, “lo”).

19 The “F-Term”  are used to mark the end of the sequence in case of mesoclisis.
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first one is then divided into two sub-tokens: “tenho” and “te”. The first cannot be found on the list in 

Table  4.8,  and therefore  is  considered to  belong to  the  verb  form.  The second is  the  clitic  “te”, 

marking the beginning of the sequence. This completes the treatment of the first token. Since the 

second sub-token could belong to the clitic sequence, an enclisis is found. The second token cannot 

be subdivided and just like the “tenho”, “dito” cannot be found on the referred figure. After this first 

step, the verb form is composed of “tenho” and “dito” with the sequence of clitics “te” in enclisis.

At this point, inputs may be considered invalid. This can occur for several reasons, and this steps has 

a single restrictions to filter some of those invalid inputs: at the end of this stage of the algorithm, the 

result should be one or two tokens belonging to the verb form with a maximum of one sequence of 

clitics. The implementation of that relies on several rules. One of those rules  guarantees that there is 

only  one  sequence  of  clitics.  From  the  moment  that  the  sequence  of  clitics  is  delimited,  the 

subsequent tokens can only be part of the verb form. Considering the above example  dá-la-ia. The 

algorithm identifies “dá” as a part of the verb form, “la” as belonging to the sequence of clitics. The 

next  sub-token “ia” appears  in Table 4.7 in the  “F-Term” column,  marking the end of the clitic 

sequence. Since there are no more tokens, the input is validated at this stage. In fact, the input could 

possess an additional token belonging to the verb form, so if the input was dá-la-ia fez it would be 

valid at this point.20 However,  dá-la-ia fez dito and  dá-la-ia-nos are filtered out on this phase. The 

first case is not correct because it contains three tokens belonging to the verb form (“dá”, “fez” and 

“dito”). The second case is not correct because the “ia” is not placed in the end of the sequence.

Another rule is to exclude inputs that possess two consecutive tokens belonging to the verb form 

followed by a sequence of clitics. The input ter sido-nos, for example, is filtered at this point. Finally, 

no sub-tokens can belong to the verb form, that is to say that hyphens cannot separate the verb form. 

There are only two exceptions. The first is in case of a mesoclisis, where the verb form is splited by 

the sequence of clitics. The second is if the verb form contains the prefix “pré-” or “recém-”.

One more rule had to discard inputs whose sequence of clitics contains more than three elements. For 

example,  ter-se-no-vo-lo is filtered at this point. The input is not filtered only if the fourth element 

belongs to the “F-Term” column (for example dar-se-no-la-ia).

20 Although the input is incorrect, this step of the algorithm considers it valid. This input will be filtered on a latter validation step.
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The placement of the clitic with respect to the verb form

The rules for the placement of the sequence of clitics state that they can appear on the left, right or in 

the middle of the verb form. But clitics can only be placed in one of those positions. If that is not 

case,  the input is automatically considered invalid. Compound tenses have an additional restriction: 

the clitic sequence must be associated with the auxiliary verb.

Identification of the verb form

The next step of the algorithm aims at recovering the verb form of the input. In the previous step, the 

elements of the input that are part of the verb form have been identified, but the verb form itself might 

have been altered by its association to the clitic. This step determines whether or not that happens in 

the input at stake, and if it does, those alterations are reversed, recovering the possible verb forms that 

could have originated that input.

The algorithm tries to identify possible alterations on the verb form by looking at its termination and 

at the first element of the sequence of clitics. The situations the algorithm is trying to find are shown 

in Table 4.8. Using that table, the algorithm identifies and restores the alterations on the clitics and on 

the  verb  form.  The  entries  of  the  table  are  organized  by columns,  each  showing  the  number  of 

possible verb form that could have originated that pattern.

Table 4.8: The situations that where caused by clitic (“o”) changes and all possible replacements. The same holds true for the

    clitics “a” and “as”. “os” works similarly for all cases except when the clitic gains an “n”.

The process of discovering the cases shown in Table 4.8 is done by looking at the termination of the 

verb form and the clitic attached to it in enclisis or mesoclisis. Let us look at tem-no as an example. 

The termination of the verb form is “m” and the first element of the sequence of clitics is “no”. This 

matches the first entry of the column “No Ambiguities”. This alteration is reversed by applying the 

necessary  changes.  Looking  at  the  table,  the  termination  of  the  verb  form  remains  unaltered, 
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m-no m+o aí-lo air+o

i-lo
ir+o

ô-lo
ôr+o

ão-no ão+o ais+o is+o or+o
õe-no õe+o iz+o ôs+o
a-lo as+o

á-lo
ar+o

ê-lo
er+o

e-lo es+o az+o ez+o
o-lo os+o ás+o ês+o



maintaining  the  verb  form  “tem”  while  the  element  of  the  sequence  of  clitics  changes  to  “o”, 

obtaining the original clitic. But identifying the clitic can generate two clitics if the element of the 

sequence of clitics is “nos”. Considering the input  tem-nos, we are faced with the same situation. 

However, “nos” is a valid clitic and because of that, there are two clitics that could have originated 

that input: “os” (gaining an “n” due to the termination of the verb form) and “nos”. Figure 4.6 shown 

the result of the online tool for the input tem-nos. The two possible clitics appear as “(+(n)os). This 

situation also happens when the verb form to which the clitic is attached on enclisis ends in “ão” (e.g. 

dão-nos) or “õe” (e.g. põe-nos).

Fig 4.6: The result of executing the online service for the input tem-nos. Notice how the two possible clitics are represented

                 on the results.

The entries of the column in the left will originate a single verb form, meaning that only the resulting 

verb form could have originated those alterations. But the entries on the other columns will originate 

more than one solution. Those solutions are stored and the lemmatization result for all of them are 

displayed on the result area.

Consider  dá-la as  an example.  Looking at  Table  4.8,  we can see that  the pattern has 3 possible 

replacements: “ar”, “az” and “ás”, forming “dar”, “daz” and “dás”, respectively. On all of them, the 

element of the sequence of clitics changes to “a”. Each of those possible verb forms is lemmatized by 

the base lemmatizer.  The results of all verb forms lemmatized  are displayed on the solution area. 

Figure 4.7 shows the result of the online tool for that input.
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Fig 4.7:  The result of executing the online service for the input dá-la. Notice two possible verb forms, each on a dark blue

 band, and the clitic “a”.

Multiple verb forms are also found when the termination of the verb form was “aí” (e.g. traí-lo), “i”, 

(e.g. feri-la), “ô” (e.g. pô-lo) and “ê” (e.g. fê-lo). However, this is only applied with enclisis.

With mesoclisis, this situation only generates a single solution. Considering dá-la-ia as an example. 

The pattern “á-la” is found and from the previous examples we know that there are three resulting 

verb forms. However, the previous step has identified the mesoclisis, and because of that, in order to 

recover the verb form that originated that input, the termination “ia” must be attached to the rest of 

the  verb  form.  Due to  the  nature  of  the  tenses  that  allow  mesoclisis,  we  know that  before  the 

termination “ia” there must be an “r”. In this example, dá-la can form dar, dás or daz, but since there 

is the sequence of clitics in mesoclisis position, “ia” can only be attached to “dar”, forming the verb 

form daria. Only that verb form is lemmatized by the base lemmatizer. Figure 4.8 shows the result of 

the online tool for the input dá-la-ia.

Fig 4.8: The result of the lemmatization and featurization of dá-la-ia.

If the input does not contain any of the patterns of Table 4.8, then the verb form was not altered. This 

occurs when the input does not contain any sequence of clitics (tenho sido,  deu  and  come  are all 
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examples of that) or if there is a sequence on the input, that sequence did not cause the verb form to 

change (deu-se, tenho-a or dar-lhe are examples of inputs where the clitic attached to the verb form 

did not cause an alteration). Nonetheless, if a mesoclisis is detected, the algorithm must restore the 

verb form. This is done just like in the above case, by attaching the termination present after the 

sequence of clitics to the first  part  of  the verb form. For example,  if  the  input is  dar-lhe-ia,  the 

algorithm would simply concatenate the termination “ia” to the end of “dar”, resulting  daria,  the 

same verb form in the above case (dá-la-ia), but with a different clitic.

Rules for sequence of clitics

After identifying the sequence of clitics, the sequence itself must be verified internally as it must obey 

to some rules.

The first rule to be verified concerns how the sequence is written according to the position it appears 

in. Enclisis requires that the sequence is attached to the verb form by a hyphen (“-”) and that the 

elements of the sequence itself also have this character separating them (e.g. dar-se-lhos). Mesoclisis 

is  similar,  but  the  termination  of  the  verb  form  is  attached  to  the  end  of  the  sequence  (e.g. 

dar-se-nos-iam).

In proclisis, the sequence is separated from the verb form by an empty space (e.g.  lhe disse). The 

sequence is composed by the elements on the Table 4.9. These elements will appear before the verb 

form separated  by an empty space  (e.g.  se  mos derem).  Clitics  that  had a  vocalic  alteration are 

separated by a hyphen (e.g. vo-la deram).

Table 4.9: All the possible sequence elements that can appear in proclisis.
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Clitics Contractions Vocalic alterations
se mo no-lo
me ma no-la
te mos no-los
lhe mas no-las
nos to vo-lo
vos ta vo-la
lhes tos vo-los
o tas vo-las
a lho
os lha
as lhos

lhas



The sequence of clitics in proclisis can be formed by one or two of the tokens in the table. If the 

sequence possesses two elements,  the first  one should belong to one of the first  column and the 

second to one of the remaining columns. For example, inputs starting with se me,  se-mos,  se no-las 

are  all  valid  at  this  point,  while  no-la se  is  not.  Some invalid  sequence  of  clitics  like  se  o are 

considered valid at this point, they will be filtered later on. There are no restrictions if the sequence is 

composed of a single token.

The  constituents  of  the  sequence  are  also  validated  in  this  step.  As  described  in  2.2.4,  certain 

combination of clitics will change the way both clitics are written in the sequence. For example, if the 

sequence of clitics is composed by the clitics “me” and “as”, then they should contract to “mas”. That 

is what must appear attached to the verb form (e.g. deu-mas). The non contraction is invalid, and the 

input considered as invalid if it occurs (e.g. deu-me-as). 

Taking into account the restrictions, the elements of the clitic sequence are analysed. Each of the 

constituents must be either a clitic, or the resulting combination of two of them. The list of all clitic 

changes that can appear is shown in Table 4.10. The presence of any of the entries of the grey column 

in the sequence invalidates it.

Table 4.10: The clitic alterations that will might occur on the input. On the white columns, part of the clitic that may appear.

      The grey columns contain the correspondent combination of clitics.

At this point, the algorithm also restores the alterations caused by the clitics in the sequence. If any of 

the entries on Table 4.10 that are on a white background is found in the sequence of clitics, it is 

replaced by the entry at is right. Lets consider the following inputs as examples: se lho deu, deu-se-te, 

no-la deram and deu-se-lhe-o. In the first example, “lho” can be found in the table, and it should be 
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mo me+o no-lo nos+o
ma me+a no-la nos+a

mos me+os no-los nos+os
mas me+as no-las nos+as
to te+o vos+o
ta te+a vos+a

tos te+os vos+os
tas te+as vos+as
lho lhe+o
lha lhe+a

lhos lhe+os
lhas lhe+as

vo-lo
vo-la

vo-los
vo-las



replaced, resulting the sequence of clitics “se+lhe+o”. In the second example, the sequence of clitics 

does  not  contain  any  of  the  entries  on  the  table,  therefore  the  sequence  is  “se+te”  with  no 

replacements needed to be made. The third example, the entire sequence (“no-la”) can be found on 

the table.  However, this situation is similar to the first  example,  and the sequence is replaced by 

“nos+a”. The forth example “lhe-o” is an entry of the table but it is on grey column, making the 

sequence illegal.

The sequence order

At this point, the clitics on the sequence of clitics are restored, and the order in which they appear on 

the sequence must be validated. The validation is done by identifying the group each clitic belongs to, 

and verifying if they appear in the expected order. The groups considered are the one described on 

Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 2: Group A (“se”), Group B (“lhe”, “me”, “te”, “nos”, “vos” and “lhes”) and 

Group C (“o”, “a”, “os” and “as”).

Let us start with the composition of the sequence. In order to be a valid one, the sequence can contain 

only one clitic of each group, implying that the sequence is composed by up to three clitics. If more 

than one clitic belongs to the same group, the sequence is invalid. Consider the examples “se+nos+o”, 

“se+se”, “se+os”, “lhe+os+se” and “vos+lhes”. The first and the fourth examples contain a clitic of 

each group,  therefore  the rule  is  respected.  The second is  composed by two clitics  of  Group A, 

meaning that the sequence is incorrect. The third contains a clitic of Group A (“se”) and one of Group 

C (“os”), so it respects the rule. Finally, the fifth is composed by two clitics belonging to Group B, 

and the sequence is not valid.

The other rule that must be verified is the placement of each clitic in the sequence. As said in Section 

2.2.4, if the sequence of clitics is composed by a single clitic,  it is valid. If it contains two, they 

should belong to the following groups: A+B or B+C. If the the sequence contains a clitic of each 

group, the order must be A+B+C. If this is not respected the sequence is not valid. If we take the 

above examples that verified the first rule (“se+nos+o”, “se+os” and “lhe+os+se”), we can see that 

the first one contains a clitic of each group, and the clitics appear in the sequence by the expected 

order. The second example is composed by a clitic of Group A and another of Group C. Since A+C is 
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not allowed, the sequence is not valid. The third example, just like the first, is composed by a clitic of 

each group, however they appear in a wrong order (B+C+A), so the sequence is not legal.

Filtering the solutions of the base lemmatizer

Having already verified those rules, some further restrictions still remain to be checked out and will 

be used to filter the solutions of the base lemmatizer.  Some of those restrictions are based on the 

placement of the sequence of clitics. Those restrictions are:

– Conjuntivo, Futuro and Imperativo, Negative only allow proclisis.

– Imperativo, Affirmative only allows enclisis.

– Indicativo, Futuro presente and Indicativo, Futuro pretérito do not allow enclisis.

– Only Indicativo, Futuro presente and Indicativo, Futuro pretérito allow mesoclisis.

These restrictions are valid for compound tenses as well.  For example, if  the auxiliary verb of a 

compound  tense  is  an  inflected  form of  the  Indicativo,  Futuro  presente,  any  sequence  of  clitic 

associated with it must either appear in proclisis or mesoclisis. If it is placed in enclisis, the input is 

invalid.

These restrictions act as filters for the lemmatization result. Consider sê-lo-ia as an example. In this 

case,  we are  in the presence of a verb form with the clitic  “o” in mesoclisis.  Knowing that,  the 

lemmatization process for this input must yield the Indicativo mood and the Futuro presente or Futuro 

pretérito as tense, otherwise the result is not valid.

Clitics also act as filters for the base lemmatizer's results. Inputs that contain the clitic “se” can only 

assume 3rd value for Person. This restriction eliminates solutions containing “1st” and “2nd” for the 

value of  Person.  Solutions that  contain Imperativo  for  the value of  Mood are also invalid in the 

presence of that clitic. If the sequence of clitics is composed by the maximum number of clitics (e.g. 

“se+te+as”) if the value “3rd” for Person is combined with the value “plural” for the value for Number, 

the solution is also filtered.

Finally, if the input contains any valid sequence of clitics, all solutions with Particípio as Mood are 

filtered out.
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Compound tenses

The input of the online lemmatizer could contain a compound tense. The treatment of these tenses is 

done in three steps. The first step is to lemmatize each of the constituents individually, using the base 

lemmatizer.  After having a set of solutions for each of them, the second step consist  in applying 

filters to those solutions. The last step is to identify the tense, based upon the feature bundle of the 

auxiliary verb.

The identification of the tokens of  the input  belonging to the verb form is  done the way it  was 

described above. Identifying a compound tense is very simple. If the verb form contains more than 

two tokens, we are in the presence of a compound tense. Identifying each of the constituents is easy: 

the first verb form is the auxiliary verb and the second is the main verb.

After restoring possible alterations caused by clitics on the auxiliary verb, both the auxiliary verb and 

the main verb must have their solutions filtered. Two filters are applied to the auxiliary verb. The first 

consists  in  checking the lemma of the  solutions.  Only the lemma  ter  and  haver  can assume the 

function of an auxiliary verb. Any solutions containing other lemmas are discarded. The second filter 

will  check if  the  feature  bundle  is  part  of  the  compound tense.  Table  4.11 indicates  the  feature 

bundles that are allowed on the auxiliary verb. For example, if the feature bundle of a lemmatization 

solution contains the tense Presente and the mood Indicativo, the solution is accepted. However if it 

contains the Imperativo as mood, it is discarded.

Table 4.11: The tenses that the auxiliary verb can convey.
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Features Auxiliary
presente do indicativo YES

pretérito perfeito do indicativo NO
pretérito mais-que-perfeito do indicativo NO

pretérito imperfeito do indicativo YES
futuro do presente do indicativo YES
futuro do pretérito do indicativo YES

presente do conjuntivo YES
pretérito imperfeito do conjuntivo YES
futuro do presente do conjuntivo YES

NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES

imperativo afirmativo
imperativo negativo

infinitivo pessoal
infinitivo impessoal

participio
gerúndio



The filter  of  the  main  verb  is  simpler.  Since  it  can  only be  an inflection  of  any lemma on the 

Participio passado, Masculine, Singular, all solutions containing other feature bundles are discarded.

After the filter, the compound tense is identified. This is done simply by looking at the feature bundle 

of the auxiliary verb. Table 2.2 (in Chapter 2) shows the correspondence between the feature bundle 

of the auxiliary verb and the feature bundle of the compound tense.

4.4 – Evaluation

The  main  goal  of  the  out-of-context  lemmatizer  and  featurizer  is  to  find  all  possible  correct 

combinations of  lemma and feature  bundle  for  any given input  verb  form.  This  is  the  first  step 

towards the future  disambiguation in context  procedure,21 since for  any situation,  the lemma and 

feature bundle should be present in the solutions. A test needed to be created in order to guarantee 

that.

Since a verbal conjugator for Portuguese was available, guaranteeing the correct solution on the base 

lemmatizer's  results could be done by a cross-validation test, testing both the lemmatizer  and the 

conjugator. The idea was to conjugate all known lemmas for all feature bundles (compound tenses not 

included) and use the result as the input of the lemmatizer.

The first  step consists in conjugating all  known lemmas using the available conjugator.  A list  of 

around 11 350 lemmas was used for that task. For each lemma, the conjugator displays one result for 

for each feature bundle considered. Each result corresponds to an inflected form of a certain lemma, 

conveying a specific feature bundle.

After gathering all the inflected forms for the list of known lemmas, those inflected forms were used 

as the input of the base lemmatizer.  For each of them, the tool would produce pairs of lemma and 

feature bundle. For this operation, results containing unknown lemmas are excluded.

After having the results of both tools, the results are compared. The conjugator produces inflected 

forms having a lemma and a feature bundle as arguments, while the lemmatizer discovers the lemma 

and feature bundle of the inflected forms. This means that if the solutions of the base lemmatizer has 

21 For further details, refer to Chapter 5.
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a pair containing the lemma and feature bundle used by the conjugator to produce the verb form being 

treated, then both tools are synchronized on that verb form, otherwise one of the tools had a problem, 

meaning that one of them (or both) was producing a wrong result. In that situation, both tools are 

analysed in order to identify the problem and to correct it. After correcting all the errors, the process 

iterates until all results were synchronized.

The cross-validation process was iterated 3 times before the results of both tools were synchronized, 

meaning that the lemma and feature bundle used has parameters of the verbal conjugator that could be 

found in one of the results of the base lemmatizer,  guaranteeing that the lemmatizer was finding a 

good result for all known inflected verb forms.

Unfortunately, the synchronization of the tools does guarantee that none of them have errors. 

If in a specific case, both tools are incorrect, the synchronization tests would not reveal the 

problem. However, that probability is very low because not only they have to be incorrect for 

the same case, but the mistake must be the same as well. Nonetheless, that possibility still 

exists.
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Chapter 5
Verbal Inflection Disambiguation in Context

This chapter addresses the issue of verbal disambiguation. We by presenting a study on the ambiguity 

of verb forms, show the setup in which the tool tries to solve this problem and finally three algorithms 

for ambiguity resolution in context and their evaluation results are presented.

Verbal ambiguity

A word type is ambiguous when its different tokens may have meanings that are different from each 

other depending on the context of their occurrence. In the case of verbal lemmatization, the ambiguity 

appears when there are multiple possibilities of lemmata and/or feature bundles for a certain verb 

form. In Portuguese, the typical example are the inflected forms that are common to the lemmas ser 

(to be) and ir (to go). For example, the form conveying Indicativo, Pretérito perfeito, 1st Person, Plural 

for both lemmas is fomos, and this situation is identical on 23 other feature bundles (all such cases are 

displayed on table 5.1).

Table 5.1: The common inflected forms of the lemma ser (to be) and ir (to go).

This  example  is  a  tiny sample  of  the  ambiguity of  Portuguese verbal  inflections.  Only after  the 

construction of out-of-context verbal lemmatizer, it was possible to truly quantify the  dimension of 

this problem. Excluding unknown lemmas out-of-lexicon found during the lemmatization process, 
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INDICATIVO CONJUNTIVO

fui fosse
foste fosses
foi fosse

fomos fôssemos
fostes fôsseis
foram fossem
fora futuro, 1s for
foras futuro, 2s fores
fora futuro, 3s for

fôramos futuro, 1p formos
fôreis futuro, 2p fordes
foram futuro, 3p forem

Tense, Person and Number Inflected form Tense, Person and Number Inflected form
p. perfeito, 1s p. imperfeito, 1s
p. perfeito, 2s p. imperfeito, 2s
p. perfeito, 3s p. imperfeito, 3s
p. perfeito, 1p p. imperfeito, 1p
p. perfeito, 2p p. imperfeito, 2p
p. perfeito, 3p p. imperfeito, 3p
p. m-q-perf, 1s

p. m-q-perfo, 2s
p. m-q-perf, 3s
p. m-q-perf, 1p
p. m-q-perf, 2p
p. m-q-perf, 3p



many outputs contained more than one possible solution for a given verb form (some cases up to 10, 

as for instance, the verb form franjas).

The  verbal  conjugator  was  used  to  gather  all  inflected  verb  forms  for  the  lexicon22 of  lemmas 

available. The 11 400 entries on that lexicon generated 816 830 different inflected forms (verb form 

and feature bundle) when conjugated. Of these, 598 651 were different verb forms, displaying an 

ambiguity rate of 1.36.

The ambiguity can be of three different types: lemma ambiguity, termination ambiguity or both. The 

example above expresses a lemma ambiguity; the verb form fomos conveys a single feature bundle, 

but there are two possible lemmas,  ser (to be)  and ir (to go).  Vai is an example of the termination 

ambiguity,  since  this  verb  form can express  the  Indicativo,  Presente,  3rd person,  Singular or  the 

Imperativo, Afirmativo, 2nd person, Singular, of the lemma ir. An example of both the ambiguity of 

termination and lemma can be amarei. That verb form can be the inflected form of the lemma amar 

(to  love)  conveying  the Indicativo,  Futuro  do presente  1st Person,  Singular or  it  can express  the 

Indicativo Pretérito perfeito, 1st Person, Singular of the lemma amarar (to land on water).

Considering the different types of ambiguity, from the 598 651 different verb forms obtained, a total 

of 438 064 are non-ambiguous, making 73,18%. The termination ambiguity covers 26,62% totalling 

159 376 inflections.  Only 141 verb  forms have lemma  ambiguity, covering 0,02% of  the  cases. 

Finally, ambiguities affecting lemma and termination are 1 070 verb forms, covering 0,18% of the 

cases. These values are displayed in figure 5.1.

Fig 5.1: Distribution of ambiguities by type in the lexicon.

22 Lemmas with inherent clitics were not considered for this task. Compound tenses were not included as well.
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The  lemmatization  of  each  of  the  598 651  different  verb  forms  also  reveals  several  degrees  of 

ambiguity. Figure 5.2 shows their distribution. Ambiguous forms have between two and ten readings, 

but the majority of the ambiguous verb forms have just two or three solutions. Forms with higher 

degrees of ambiguity represent a limited percentage of the total of existing inflected forms.

Fig 5.2: The distribution of the number of different combinations of lemma and feature bundle that  verb forms possess.

It is also interesting to know the proportion of the ambiguous forms on a written text and not only on 

the lexicon. A total of 35 305 verb tokens were used to analyse this ambiguity rate. These verb tokens 

were  extracted  from  a  corpus  provided  by  CLUL  –  Centro  de  Linguística  da  Universidade  de 

Lisboa,23 mostly composed by newspaper and fictional text, containing more than 260 000 tokens.

As  it  is  shown in  figure  5.3,  almost  half  of  the  verb  tokens  of  the  text  present  lemma  and/or 

termination ambiguity (a total of   17 656 tokens), despite the fact that these forms are only a little 

more than ¼ of the known verb forms. 42.67% of the tokens present termination ambiguity only, 

totaling 15 063 entries. Lemma and termination ambiguity are 5.12%, covering 1 807 of the tokens. 

The remaining 695 present lemma ambiguity.

Fig 5.3: Distribution of ambiguities by type in a corpus.

23 I appreciate the corpora provided! Without them, this work would not be possible.
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Besides  lemma  and  feature  bundle,  ambiguities  involving  verb  forms  can  also  include  the 

part-of-speech. This happens when a certain word can either be a verb or it can belong to another 

class of words. For example,  como can either be an inflected form of the lemma  comer (to eat), a 

conjunction or an adverb, depending on context. But since the lemmatization and featurization is only 

applied to verb tokens that were previously POS tagged as such, this case is not relevant here.

5.1 - Pre-processing

The verbal lemmatization process is part of a pipeline of tools, the LX-Suite (Silva 2007) to perform 

parsing and shallow processing on raw Portuguese text.  The tools included in that pipeline are a 

sentence chunker (to delimit each sentence), a tokenizer to identify the tokens, a tagger that assigns 

POS tags to the tokens, a nominal featurizer that assigns feature values to tokens from the nominal 

category, a nominal lemmatizer that assigns a lemma to those tokens, and the verbal lemmatizer and 

featurizer, discussed in this dissertation, and a name entity recognizer (Ferreira, Balsa, Branco 2007). 

So, before the verbal lemmatizer performs its task, several other tools have change the initial input 

from raw text to a string of tokens and their respective POS tags.

The input of the verbal lemmatizer consists in the raw text with their sentences delimited, tokens 

identified and tagged with POS tags, and lemma and features assigned to nominal tokens. Figure 5.4 

displays an example of tagged text before the verbal lemmatization process. The blue marks the POS 

tags, the red indicates the lemma and the green the feature.

Fig 5.4: The text original sentence “Quanto ao Governo muçulmano de Sarajevo, a reacção foi pronta:” with their tokens

                 identified and tagged with POS tags and nominal lemmas and features.

The verbal lemmatizer is responsible for placing the lemma and feature tags on the verbal tokens. 

Therefore, these tokens must be identified. The possible POS tags that identify verb tokens are:

• V     : Identifies the token as a verb.

• VAUX     : Indicates an auxiliary verb (a form of ter or haver).
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Quanto/LPREP1 a_/LPREP2 o/DA#ms
Governo/PNM muçulmano/MUÇULMANO/ADJ#ms 
de/PREP Sarajevo/PNM ,*//PNT a/DA#fs 
reacção/REACÇÃO/CN#fs foi/V
pronta/PRONTO/ADJ#fs :*//PNT



• INF     : Identifies a verb in one of its infinitive forms.

• INFAUX    : Indicates an auxiliary verb (a form of ter or haver) inflected in one of the       

      feature bundles containing the infinitivo as mood.

• GER     : Identifies a gerúndio form of a verb.

• GERAUX  : Indicates an auxiliary verb (a form of ter or haver) inflected on the gerúndio.

• PPT     : Indicates a verb in the particípio passado, and being a part of a compound tense.

• PPA     : Indicates the token as the particípio passado not part of a compound tense.

The first tag identifies a verb that belongs to no specific sub-class. The other tags are used to indicate 

special cases that are applied to specific feature bundles. They helped to restrict the possible feature 

bundles that can be associated with a verb token, acting as a filter for the outcome of the lemmatizer. 

The special cases are determined by certain situations that might occur in the text. These situations 

are identified during the POS tagging process that uses different identifications tags for the verbal 

tokens involved.

One of the specific cases that can be identified are auxiliary verb forms in compound verbs. These 

verbs are composed by an auxiliary verb and a main verb. The auxiliary verb is indicated by the 

second tag listed (VAUX, INFAUX or GERAUX) and it is always followed by the main verb tagged 

with PPT.

The INF indicates a verb in an inflection of the Infinitivo Mood, while a verb in Gerúndio  will be 

marked by the GER tag. Both Infinitivo and Gerúndio can be part of the feature bundle of a verb 

assuming the auxiliary role in a compound verb. When in the presence of these situations, the tags 

will be INFAUX and GERAUX. They are subject to the same restrictions of INF or GER (depending 

on the case) and those of VAUX.

The last tag in the list above (PPA) is placed in verb forms that have the Particípio as mood but that 

are not preceded by a VAUX, GERAUX or INFAUX tokens.

Table 5.2 contains an example sentence with each of the possible tags.
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Table 5.2: Example sentences containing each of the different tags that can be assigned to verb tokens. The sentences were

    extracted from the working corpora.

The tags that identify a specific situation are used to filter the solutions found by the lemmatizer, by 

removing solutions that are incompatible with the tag associated with the token. This must be done in 

order to maintain the consistency with the tag attached to the token being handled.  

After the raw text tokens are tagged with a POS tag, all verbal tokens except those tagged with PPA, 

do not receive additional tags before the verbal lemmatization and featurization takes place. Due to 

the operation of the nominal lemmatizer,  however, a token identified as a PPA already possesses a 

nominal lemma and nominal features (gender and number) when the verbal lemmatizer  begins its 

processing. Therefore, the format of a token tagged with PPA is different from all the other verb 

tokens to be treated, as it is shown below.

The expected output format will be equal for all remaining verb tokens. It should consist of the token 

identified as a verb form, followed by the lemma in upper case separated by a “/”. Also separated by a 

“/” comes the POS tag. The “#” signals the beginning of the feature bundle. The feature bundle itself 

is divided in two parts separated by the character “-”. The first usually consists on the combination of 

the  Mood  and  Tense,  or  in  the  case  of   Imperativo,  Mood  and  Polarity.  The  remaining  is  a 

combination of Person and Number, or Gender and Number if it refers to a Particípio token. Figure 

5.5 shows an example of a verb token after being lemmatized and featurized.
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V

VAUX+PPT

INF

INFAUX+PPT

GER

GERAUX+PPT

PPA

Governo dá mais dinheiro para segurança nos estádios.
(The government invests further in stadium security.)
Mas tem havido diferenças de opinião consideráveis.
(How ever dif ferences in opinion have been considerable.)
O que signif ica e para que serve globalizar?
(What does it mean and w hat is the purpose of  globalizing?)
 Seja como for, eu quereria antes ter m orrido como Ferreira Sarmento, que viver e chorar como o
senhor Marinho no cemitério da Lapa.
(Be it as it may, i'd rather have died like Ferreira Sarmento than to live and cry like Mr Martinho at the Lapa graveyard.)
Usando da palavra ao abrigo da defesa da honra pessoal, Manuel Frexes voltou à carga:
(speaking in defense of personal honor, manuel f rexes stroke again:)
Os encargos f inanceiros líquidos mantiveram uma evolução estável, tendo atingido os 2,1 milhões 
de contos.
(the liquid f inancial burden has remained in stable evolution, having reached 2,1 milions – 5 milion Dolars)
Sousa Franco admitiu mesmo que, a manter-se neste ritmo, o déf ice orçamental poderá vir a
situar-se abaixo do inicialmente previsto.
(Sousa Franco has even admitted that if  the current rhythm remains the same, the budged def icit might be even low er than predicted.)

seguro/SEGURO/PPA#ms



Fig 5.5: An example of the display of a verbal token tenha before and after being lemmatized.

Tokens tagged with GER or GERAUX are treated in the same way as the case above, except that the 

base lemmatizer only adds the lemma, since the feature bundle is composed only by the Mood value 

(Gerúndio) that  is  already shown in the POS tag.  Figure 5.6 shows an example of  the results  of 

lemmatizing a verb form identified with the POS tag GER.

Fig 5.6: An example of a verb token identified with the tag “GER” after the lemmatization process.

The INF tag requires additional features to complete the feature bundle. In this situation the POS tag 

corresponds to the Mood feature. For example lembrarmos is tagged with INF. This indicates that the 

the Mood value of the feature bundle of that verb form is Infinitivo. After being lemmatized, the tag 

added only contains information on person and number. The final output for this example can be seen 

in Figure 5.7.

Fig 5.7: An example of a verb token identified with the tag “INF” after the lemmatization

The result  of  the lemmatization  process  applied to a token tagged with PPA will  have the same 

structure of the above case, except that it contains two lemmas separated by a “,” instead of one. The 

verbal lemmatization process just adds the verbal lemma. The POS tag already identifies the Mood 

value.  Note  that  the  Gender  and  Number  were  already  present  on  the  token  before  the  verbal 
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tenha/V
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lemmatization  by  virtue  of  a  previous  nominal  featurization  process.  In  this  case,  the  verbal 

lemmatizer has the role of only confirming those values. An example of a token identified with PPA 

is shown in Figure 5.8. The verb form is inventado, with the nominal lemma inventado and features 

“Masculine, Singular” already present. The verbal lemmatizer only adds the verbal lemma inventar  

(to invent).

Fig 5.8: The result of the verbal lemmatization process applied to a verbal form tagged with PPA.

5.1.1 - Clitic handling

As it was mentioned in Sections  2.2.4 and  4.3.1, certain clitic pronouns may cause changes on the 

verb token they are associated with. It is then necessary to separate these pronouns and restore the 

verb as it happens to be without the clitics being attached. This requires the verb form to be treated 

before  it  can be lemmatized,  just  like what  happens  in  the  online  version.  However,  this  task is 

somehow simplified for the tagged text version. First of all, it is not necessary to separate the clitic 

from the verb, since the task was previously done by one of the tools LX-Suite, the tokenizer (Silva 

2007). It is also not needed to validate the position of the clitics or the clitic itself as it is assumed that 

the text is grammatically correct. What is imperative to do is to restore the original verb form when 

the clitic has altered it. But this task is simple when compared to the corresponding task in the online 

version, because the tokens arrive at the lemmatizer with an identification of the place of the dropped 

letter. An “#” was placed in the position of the missing letter. An example of that can be dizemo-lo, 

that  originates  the  token  dizemo#/V,  where  the  “#”  indicates  that  a  contraction  was  present,  and 

-o/CL#ms3.

The alterations in case of mesoclisis are signalled in the same way. The “#” is placed where the letter 

was  dropped,  followed  by  “-CL-”  to  indicate  the  location  of  the  clitic  on  the  original  text. 

Parti#-CL-ia/V is an example of a verbal token with a clitic in mesoclisis. As we can see, the clitic 

was placed immediately after the point where the alteration occurred. The “-CL-” marks the original 

slot of the clitic in case a mesoclisis is found on the text.
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Although the job of dealing with clitics is significantly easier when compared to the same task on the 

online version, still the recovery of the original verb may originate ambiguities. Consider the example 

above  dizemo#/V. To form that  token,  the letter  “s” was dropped due to the presence of a clitic 

attached to it. But when the system sees the token as it is presented, it only knows that an r, s, or z are 

missing,  being  impossible  to  know which  one  was  there  before  the  verb  was  changed.  But  the 

lemmatizer requires a complete verb in order to do its work properly, so a verb with a missing letter 

cannot be used as input. In these cases, the lemmatizer must lemmatize all possible verb forms and 

then run the disambiguation system to select the correct one. In the given example, the lemmatizer 

would lemmatize  dizemor,  dizemos and  dizemoz, by replacing the “#” with the possible letters that 

could have originated that token.

Similarly to the online version, the mesoclisis acts as a disambiguation factor. The “#” that signals the 

missing letter is always replaced by the letter “r” while the “-CL-” that indicates the original location 

of the clitics is simply removed. The above example  parti#-CL-ia/V (which can correspond to the 

original  parti-lo-ia for example) after the lemmatization process will be displayed as it is shown in 

Figure 5.9. Internally, the tool removed the “-CL-” mark and replaced the “#” with the letter “r”. The 

resulting verb form partiria is lemmatized by the base lemmatizer. Also in a similar way to the online 

version,  the presence of the mesoclisis  helps to limit the possible results  of the base lemmatizer, 

returning only the solutions that contain Indicativo as the value for Mood and Futuro Presente or 

Futuro Pretérito for Tense.

Fig 5.9:  The result of the verbal lemmatization process applied to a verbal form with a clitic in mesoclisis.

Sometimes, when the clitics attached to the verb form forces it to lose the last letter, the penultimate 

one is altered. Usually, this would rise several possible verb forms, but the placement of the clitic in 

mesoclisis,  restricts  the  possibilities  to  one. For  example,  vê-la-ia appears  in  the  tagged  text  as 

vê#-CL-ia/V followed by the clitic.  Normally,  in enclisis  that  situation would be ambiguous,  but 

mesoclisis limits the possible verb forms to only one:  veria. The summary of the alterations to be 

done is shown in table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: The replacements needed to be done when dealing with a mesoclisis with alteration of the penultimate letter of 

    the verb form.

5.2 – Algorithms

Three algorithms were used with the goal of disambiguating verbal lemmatization in context in mind. 

The first  algorithm is  the most  simple one, and its  performance sets  a baseline for the task.  The 

second is an improvement of the first and the third relies on a quite different approach to solve the 

same problem.

Initially, the algorithms were tested over the featurization task only. The algorithms were created with 

that task in mind. After they were evaluated for that task, they were adapted (if possible) for the 

lemmatization task. Finally, after evaluating the results of the algorithms over the lemmatization task 

only, the combination of both tasks was evaluated.

The  first  experiments  (evaluating  the  algorithms  performance  for  the  featurization  task  only) 

considered the verb forms  POS tagged with  V, VAUX, INF and INFAUX. PPT and GER were 

excluded because the feature bundle information can be directly extracted from the POS tag, not 

requiring feature tag to complete the information. PPA was not considered because the feature tag is 

already present when the verbal lemmatization  process begins and therefore does not require this 

process to add that tag.

A corpus composed of newspaper and fiction text was used to test the algorithms. The entire corpus 

contains 425 000 tokens, 50 000 of them verb tokens (around 40 000 excluding GER, PPT and PPA). 

The entire corpus was divided in 10 equal parts for cross-validation. A total of 10 sub-experiments 

were made for  each algorithm. Each of the sub-experiments  used a different  training and testing 

corpus. This was done by changing the part that is used as the test corpus for the sub-experiments. For 

example, in the first sub-experiment, part 1 is the test corpus and the others are the training data. On 
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Output
-arei darei

verei
trairei

Token Replaced Termination Retrieved Termination
dá#-CL-ei -á#-CL-ei
vê#-CL-ei -ê#-CL-ei -erei
traí#-CL-ei -aí#-CL-ei -airei



the second one, part 2 is the test data and the others contain the training corpus, and so on. The results 

presented in this chapter are an average of the individual results of every sub-experiment.

In the next sub-sections, these metrics are used to measure the performance of the algorithms on the 

featurization task, on the lemmatization task, and on both.

5.2.1 – Algorithm A: Most Likely Assignment

The algorithm presented in this section is the most simple one of the algorithms presented in this 

dissertation, using an approach based on the most frequent feature bundle and/or lemma.

Algorithm outline

The key idea underlying this algorithm is simply to assign to a given token, the most frequent tag that 

occurred in a training corpus associated with that token. For example, the verb form trouxer is an 

inflected  form of  the  lemma  trazer (to  bring)  expressing  Conjuntivo,  Futuro,  1st or  3rd Person, 

Singular. If the algorithm has to lemmatize that verb form, having “V” as POS tag, one of three things 

will happen: if the 1st person occurred in the training corpus more times than the 3st person, then a 

feature tag corresponding to the feature bundle Conjuntivo, Futuro, 1st Person, Singular will be added; 

conversely, if the 3rd person occurred more times than the 1st person, than the feature tag expressing 

Conjuntivo, Futuro, 3rd Person, Singular was the one to add to the token; if the verb form trouxer did 

not occur in the training corpus, no tag will be added.

Implementation

The preliminary step towards the implementation of this algorithm is the gathering of a lexicon of 

known verb forms and their frequencies. Each entry in this lexicon is a tuple composed by the token 

with  POS tag and the  Token with  POS tag and feature  tag,  with  the  two pieces  of  information 

separated by a “;”. For example: trouxer/V;trouxer/V#fc-1s.

For the evaluation experiments, the training corpus for each run is used to count the frequency of each 

verb token with the respective tags (POS and feature). Each token of the training corpus will be added 
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to  the  lexicon associated  with  the  most  frequent  feature  bundle  that  occurs  with  that  token.  For 

example, let us consider that the verb form trouxer is present in the training corpus. As it was shown 

above,  that  verb  form is  an  inflected  form of  the  lemma  trazer (to  bring) that  can  express  two 

different feature bundles, differing in the Person value only (1st or 3rd). If in the training corpus the 

verb  form  trouxer has  more  occurrences  with  the  1st person  than  with  the  3rd  person, 

trouxer/V;trouxer/V#fc-1s will be added to the lexicon. If the verb form has more occurrences with 

the  feature  bundle  expressing  the  3rd person,  the  entry  to  add  for  that  token  will  be 

trouxer/V;trouxer/V#fc-3s.

The entries on the lexicon will be loaded into an hash table. The program consists in a simple search 

of the verb form and POS tag (“trouxer/V” in the above example) on that hash. If the entry is present, 

a result is returned (in the above example, “trouxer/V#fc-1s”), and that result is displayed. Otherwise, 

no result is found and no feature tag is added to the input token.

Evaluation

Due to the rarity of  some of the observed items, several  experiments were made using different 

minimum values of frequency in order to include a certain verb form in the lexicon. The described 

algorithm in the form described above uses a threshold of 0, meaning that all verb forms that occur in 

the training corpus will be included in the lexicon. Other evaluation experiments were made using 

threshold values of 1, 2, and 3.

The results of the experiments are shown in table 5.4. The precision of the algorithm stays above 96% 

on all  cases, and  increases with the threshold. This is a natural increment of precision since the 

number of tokens tagged by the algorithm is shorter with higher threshold values. A shorter number 

of  tokens  tagged by this  tools  means  also a  lower  recall  value.  The recall  values  are  low when 

compared to the precision values, bringing the F-Measure values down. The best F-Measure value 

corresponds to the threshold value of 0 with 88.52%.

Table 5.4: Results of the algorithm using different threshold values.
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Threshold Tokens Precision Recall F- Score
0 4011 96.14 82.02 88.52
1 4011 96.72 75.02 84.50
2 4011 96.77 70.36 81.79
3 4011 96.88 66.71 79.01



5.2.2 – Algorithm B: Most Likely Assignment Enhanced

This  algorithm is  an  improved  version  of  the  previous  one,  being  developed  with  the  goal  of 

increasing its recall.

Algorithm outline

The idea is to maintain the core of the first algorithm but add additional steps to it in case a verb 

token cannot be found in the lexicon. When processing a given verb form, the algorithm first searches 

it in the lexicon. If an entry is found, lemma and feature tags are output and the process goes to the 

next token. If there is no such entry in the lexicon, the algorithm tries to find the lemma and the 

feature of the verb form by using the base lemmatizer.

The lemmatizer's results are first filtered according to the POS tag attached to the token. For example, 

a token with the POS token INF, indicates that the verb form must express a feature bundle with 

Infinitivo as the value of Mood.  After that, if only one of the results remains, it is selected and its 

lemma and feature tags are attached to the input token.

In case several candidate results remain, on the other hand, the procedure to select the pair of lemma 

and feature bundle of a verb form being treated is inspired by the algorithm of the previous section. 

First, the results are separated in two groups; group K contains the results with known lemmas24 and 

group U with unknown ones. If K is not empty, U is discarded and K is kept, otherwise, U is kept. If 

K is kept, it is divided in two other groups: K1 contains the results with the most frequent lemmas, 25 

K2 contains the remaining results. If K1 is not empty, it is kept; otherwise it is K2 that proceeds to the 

next stage.

The idea behind the first division, between K and U, is that, most likely, the verb tokens of the text 

will be inflected forms of known lemmas, therefore, the results containing known lemmas are most 

likely to be the correct solution. Unknown lemmas are only taken into account if known lemmas are 

not present in the solutions. The second division is done to avoid that solutions with highly frequent 

24 The known lemmas are those belonging to a list of 11 350 lemmas, collected from (Gramado, 1999).

25 The most frequent lemmas selected are the 15 most frequent lemmas with the exceptions of vir and ver. These two lemmas were not 

considered because both share inflected forms with the lemma virar, a frequent lemma.
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lemmas are  detracted from solutions containing rarely used lemmas. For example, farei can either be 

an inflected form of the lemma  fazer (to do)  conveying the Indicativo, Futuro presente, 1st Person 

Singular or  of  the lemma  façar expressing the Indicativo,  Pretérito  perfeito,  1st Person,  Singular. 

Since fazer is one of the most frequent lemmas, applying this division of the results, will guarantee 

that the rarely used lemma (façar) will not be chosen by the next step of the algorithm.

The next step is to disambiguate the candidate solutions obtained so far (if more than one remains) 

using only their feature bundle, by selecting the results containing the most frequent feature bundle 

among the candidates.26 Usually, this step discards all but one or two solutions, completely solving 

several types of ambiguous cases. The termination only ambiguity is solved (ex: corria). According 

to figure 5.4 this covers more than 85% of the ambiguous cases affecting known lemmas only. Some 

cases  of  termination and  lemma  ambiguity  are  also  solved.  These  are  cases  where  the  different 

possibilities  have different  feature bundles.  For example,  amarei,  that  can express the Indicativo, 

Futuro presente, 1st Person, Singular of the lemma amar (to love) or the Indicativo, Pretérito perfeito, 

1st Person, Singular of the lemma amarar (land on water). But even when there are feature bundles in 

common, this step can narrow down the possible solutions. For example, the verb form frangia can 

express  the  Indicativo,  Pretérito  imperfeito,  1st or  3rd Person,  Singular of  the  lemmas  franger  or 

frangir.  Despite not  being able  to select  a  single  solution for  this  case,  this  step has reduced its 

number of possible solutions from four to two.

The final step of the algorithm is to apply disambiguation based on lemma frequency if more than one 

solution still remains from the previous steps. This disambiguation consists in selecting the candidate 

solution with the most frequent lemma.27 If none of the lemmas have appeared in the training corpus 

(both having a frequency value of zero), the one ending in “-ar” (or “-er” if none of the lemmas ends 

in “-ar”) is selected.

At any point during the process,  if  the group of candidates is composed of a single element,  the 

process stops and the lemma and feature bundle of that candidate is used to output the assigned tag.

An outline of the algorithm is summarized next:

26 The frequency is determined from the occurrences  of the feature bundle in the training corpus.

27 Just like with the feature bundle, the frequency of the lemmas is determined from their occurrences in the training corpus.
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Go through (1) to (7) and stop as soon as there is only one solution left in the set of candidate solutions:

(1) - If current verb V form was seen in the training corpus then tag V  with its most common lemma and  

feature tag pair.

(2) - Else use base lemmatizer to obtain its candidate solutions.

(3) – Discard unknown lemmas if there are known ones.

(4) – Discard low frequent lemmas if there are high frequent ones.

(5) - Select the candidate with the most frequent feature bundle.

(6) - Select the candidate with the most frequent lemma.

(7) – Select the candidate containing the lemma ended in “-ar”.28

Implementation

Step (1) of  algorithm B is the same as the step (1) of algorithm A, and the implementation used for 

that algorithm was reused. Step (2) consists in running the base lemmatizer described in Chapter 5.

In  step  (3),  the  candidate  solutions  are  divided  in  two groups,  one  composed  by the  candidates 

containing known lemmas, and the other containing the unknown ones. To do that, a list of known 

lemmas is required. The list was loaded into an hash structure, using the lemma as the key. During 

this step, each candidate's lemma is searched in the hash. A successful search indicates the lemma is 

known.

Step (4) is similar to (3), and a similar implementation was used.

Step (5) selects the candidate with the most frequent feature bundle among the remaining candidates, 

requiring a list  of feature bundles and their respective frequencies. The list  is loaded into a hash, 

being the feature bundle the key and the frequency the value in store. In this stage, a search is done 

for each candidate in order to find the frequency of their feature bundles. The candidates with the 

most frequent feature bundle remain for the next phase of the algorithm.

After applying the first 5 steps, in case more that one candidate remains, step (6) selects the candidate 

with the most frequent lemma. To do that, a list of lemmas with their associated frequency in the 

training corpus is required. The step is similar to the previous one, being the list stored in a hash, and 

a search being done for each candidate at this point. 
28 At this stage, it is not possible to have more than one candidate with the lemma ending in “-ar”. If there are none, then the one whose 

lemma ends in “-er” (just like with “-ar” there can be only one) is selected.
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In most cases, after step (6) a single candidate should remain. If not, the first candidate is the selected 

one. The list of terminations (described in Chapter 5) is organized in a way that guarantees that the 

first candidate on this stage ends with “-ar”, thus meeting the requirements of step (7).

Evaluation

The evaluation results for this algorithm revealed that it scores 96.05% precision, and 95.86% recall, 

with an f-score of 95.96%.29 When compared to the previous algorithm, this has a slightly lower 

precision, which is however balanced with a very high recall value of 95.86%. The increase of the 

recall value is due to the processing of unknown tokens, that is verb tokens that do not have an entry 

in the lexicon (steps 2-7).30

5.2.3 – Algorithm C: Hidden Markov Models

Markov models  are  based on transition among several  states.  Associated  to each state there is  a 

probability value to every transition to another state. For example, in a given state A there can be 35% 

change to transit to state B, 40% to state C, 15% to state D and 10% to remain in A. This means that 

the probability of having the sequence of state A,A,C starting from state A is 0.1 (A→A)  × 0.15 

(A→C) = 0.015%. These models may be used when we want to model the probability of a linear 

sequence of events (Manning and Schütze 1999).

In  Hidden  Markov  Models  (HMM),  each  state  emits  a  symbol  with  a  certain  probability.  For 

example, A emits X with 25% probability, Y with 40% and Z with 35% and B emits X and Z with 

50% probability each. Considering the transitions above, the probability of the emitting the symbol 

YY starting from state A is 0.1×0.4 + 0.1×0.4 = 0.08%. HMM are widely used in tagging, mainly 

POS tagging.31 Since the featurization process can be viewed as a tagging process, it was interesting 

to evaluate how well this approach to the problem would perform.

29 The values presented are the result of using a threshold of 1. Results using threshold 0 are worst and by using a higher value they do not 

improve either.

30 Some tokens in the corpus contained errors, and sometimes those errors turned the original verb token into a an invalid verb form. 

When the verb token is not a valid correctly formed verb form, the tool does not produce any result.

31 For fully fledged details see (Manning and Schütze, 1999).
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For the present task, words are the states and the verbal feature tags (a null symbol for non verbal 

tokens) are the emitted symbols.

Algorithm outline

The first step consisted in training an HMM tagger, using a training corpus. From the viewpoint of 

the  tagger,  a  token is  composed by the original  token,  the POS tag and the nominal  lemma and 

nominal feature tags that might be attached to it. The tags can be of two types: the verbal feature tag 

in case of verb tokens and a special null tag otherwise. Table 5.5 shows the tokens of the sentence 

“Quanto ao Governo muçulmano de Sarajevo, a reacção foi pronta:”

Table 5.5: An example of the tokens and tags to use with  HMM, using the sentence of Figure 5.4. The “-” tag signals a 

    non-verb token. These tokens are not considered when collecting  the evaluation  results.

Implementation

The tools for building the appropriate language models and making up a  tagger was TnT,32 a tool 

developed by Brants (2000) at Saarland University. This tools relies on Hidden Markov Models using 

trigrams to tag the tokens. The default parameters of TnT were used during the experiments.

32 http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/~thorsten/tnt/
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Evaluation33

The  resulting  tagger had  a  precision  of  94.47%,  the  lowest  score  of  the  three  algorithms.  This 

algorithm,  unlike  the  other  two,  assigns  feature  tags  to  all  verbal  tokens,  even  if  the  token  is 

ill-formed. Because of that, the recall value is identical to the precision value.

5.3 – Evaluation

This  section  presents  the  evaluation  results  of  the  three  algorithms  described.  The  first  results 

presented  are  concerned  with  the  feature  bundle  only (this  evaluates  the  featurization  task),  the 

second with  lemma  only (evaluating  the  lemmatization  task),  and  finally  with  both   lemma  and 

feature bundle.

In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, three metrics are used: precision, recall and f-

measure. The precision is the proportion of true positives among the results output by the algorithm, 

and  can  be  calculated  by dividing  the  number  of  correct  results  by  the  total  number  of  results 

produced.  The  recall  indicates  the  proportion  of  true  positives  among  the  correct  results  to  be 

obtained, and is calculated by dividing the number of correct results by the total number of tokens in 

the corpus used for test.  The f-measure measures  the overall  performance and it  is calculated by 

2PR/(P+R), where P is  precision and R is the recall.

Feature bundle only

The algorithm with the best precision value is algorithm A, with 96.14% (threshold 0). However, it is 

the one that has the worst recall value (82.02%) and also the worst f-measure (88.52%).

It is interesting to make a comparison between algorithms B and C. Table 5.6 shows the recall and 

precision values of both algorithms. The first thing to notice is the difference between the known 

entries (the tokens that have occurred in the training corpus). Since the algorithm B does not keep 

tokens with one occurrence in the training data, the known entries are less for that algorithm.

33 For evaluation purposes, the non verbal tokens are omitted in the evaluation results.
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Table 5.6: The detailed results of the algorithms B and C.

But the big difference come from the tokens that did not occur in the training corpus, where algorithm 

C score more than 10 percentile points less that algorithm B. The reason for this is explained by the 

way  how  each  algorithm  deals  with  unknown  tokens.  Algorithm  B  relies  on  the  base  verbal 

lemmatizer  to find the lemmas and feature bundles of the token being treated, and only the ones 

belonging to known lemmas are considered by the most frequent feature bundle heuristic.

On the other  hand,  the TnT  tagger relies  on HMM with  trigrams and a suffix  tries  of  up to 10 

characters to tag unknown tokens. However, relying on terminations alone may lead to wrong results. 

For example, if we consider the verb form amava, (to love) the termination “-a” is the characteristic 

of the Indicativo, Presente, 3rd Person, Singular. Hence, in this situation, amava is an inflected form of 

the lemmas amavar,  amaver and amavir. But if we consider the termination “-ava”, it characterizes 

the feature bundles Indicativo, Pretérito imperfeito, 1st Person and 3rd, Singular. Knowing this, that 

verb form is an inflected form of the lemma amar (to love). The lemma of the termination “-ava” is a 

known lemma but the ones of the termination “-a” are not. But since the feature bundle of these 

lemmas are more frequent that the one of the lemma amar, the HMM ends up by using that feature 

bundle to tag the token (incorrect in almost all cases).

Lemma only

Algorithm A can be used to add the lemma tag to the verb tokens. This is easily implemented by 

storing the lemmas of the verb forms in the training corpus together with the feature bundles. Justified 

by the experiment of the verbal featurization task (see above), a threshold of zero was used.
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3111 102 0 96,72 96,72 96,72
900 56 8 93,72 92,89 93.30

Total 4011 158 8 96,05 95,86 95,96

3492 131 0 96,25 96,25 96,25
519 91 0 82,47 82,47 82,47

Total 4011 222 0 94,47 94,47 94,47

Algorithm B
Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure

Known
Unknown

Algorithm C
Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure

Known
Unknown



This algorithm achieves a precision of 99.39% for the lemmatization task. However, it is able to tag 

less than 72% of the tokens, resulting in a recall value of 71.16%. The F-Measure of this algorithm is 

then 82.49%. The detailed results are displayed in table 5.7.

Table 5.7: The results of the algorithm A for the lemmatization task.

The lemma can also be placed by the algorithm B. Applying that algorithm to the same corpora used 

to test Algorithm A, results show that it has 98.88% precision, almost 1percentage point lower than 

the later. However, only 0.27% of the verb forms remain to be tagged with this algorithm. Because of 

that, the recall value is quite high scoring 98.61%, being the F-Measure 98.75%. The detailed results 

are show in table 5.8.

Table 5.8: The results of the algorithm B for the lemmatization task.

Comparing the two algorithms for the verbal lemmatization task only, both present a performance 

similar to the performance displayed for the featurization. Algorithm A has a better precision score 

than algorithm B but its recall and F-Measure have lower values, while B has all three values very 

close to each other.

One  thing  to  notice  is  that  the  lemmatization  task  latu  sensu  present  higher  values  than  the 

featurization task (between 2.5 and 3 percent for A and around 2 for B). The lower number of errors 

can be explained by the large number of ambiguities affecting feature bundle over lemmas.

An algorithm based on HMM cannot be used to perform this task of lemmatization, because cannot 

be viewed as tagging.

Lemma and feature bundle

After studying the results of the algorithms for the lemmatization and featurization tasks in isolation, 

it is important to know the results for the task consisting in their joint operation. A straightforward 
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Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure
5035 22 1430 99.39 71.16 82.49

Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure
5035 56 14 98,88 98,61 98,75



sum of  errors  cannot  be  done,  because  some of  the  errors  can affect  only lemmas,  only feature 

bundles or both.

Table 5.9 contains the detailed results of the algorithms, that include all the verb forms of the corpus, 

including those tagged with GER PPT and PPA that were excluded when analysing the featurization 

results.

Table 5.9: The results of algorithms A and B.

It is visible in the table above that the errors of the joint operation of both tasks are less than the sum 

of the errors of each task taken individually, confirming that some of the errors affect the lemma and 

the feature bundle at the same time.

The precision of algorithm A for the lemmatization and featurization task is 95.92%, a high score. 

The  problem is  the  large  number  of  verb  forms not  treated  by the  algorithm (more  than  28%), 

dropping the recall value to 68.68%. The F-Measure of 80.05% is also modest.

Overall, the algorithm B achieves a 95.92% F-Measure, with 96.06% precision and 95.79% recall. 

The difference between the precision and recall is very small, due to the very small number of verb 

forms not treated by the algorithm.

In order to cover all possibilities and aiming at possibly achieving better results, a second version of 

the algorithm B was implemented and tested, executing step (6) before step (5). The idea was to 

evaluate an algorithm that disambiguates the lemma first. The results for that version of the algorithm 

showed that the new version brings no significant improvement (the new version had one less error 

overall).
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5035 133 1430 96,31 68,96 80,37
5035 22 1430 99,39 71,16 82,94

ALL 5035 147 1430 95,92 68,68 80,05

5035 158 8 96,86 96,7 96,78
5035 56 14 98,88 98,61 98,75

ALL 5035 198 14 96,06 95,79 95,92

Algorithm A
Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure

F.Bundle
Lemma

Algorithm B
Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure

F.Bundle
Lemma



Comparison with related work

When compared to other methods, algorithm B presents a very good score. Chrupala (2006)  reports 

achieving 91.21% F-Measure for lemmatization  of Portuguese language34 with a method based on 

deriving the paradigm35 automatically, using mechanisms based on the idea of the shortest edit script 

(Myers 1986). However, a direct comparison between that work and the algorithms presented in this 

dissertation cannot be made. The evaluation results of that publication covers verbal and nominal 

lemmas while the algorithms described above are designed to lemmatize verb forms only. Also, for 

evaluation purposes, the author excludes word forms whose lemma coincides with the token being 

treated.

Erjavec  and  Džeroski  (2004)  report  using  a  training  corpus  to  learn  the  lemmatization  rules 

automatically. Those rules were then applied over an automatically tagged corpus. Authors reports 

92% accuracy for the lemmatization task of unknown36 nouns adjectives and main verbs for Slovene, 

with the lemmatization of main verbs scoring 82% accuracy.

Overall, algorithm B presents a very good performance for the lemmatization and featurization of 

Portuguese verb forms.37

Error analysis

Looking at the proportion of errors we can notice that almost 80% of them have a wrong feature 

bundle assigned, while the errors affecting lemmas are around 28%.38 This proportion comes in line 

with the ambiguity distribution (table 5.10), where the large majority present termination ambiguity.

34 The system was tuned for Spanish having an f-score of 92.48%. The work presented in that  publication presents results for other  

languages as well (including Portuguese), being Catalan the language that achieved the best result (94.64%).

35 The author calls the paradigms “classes”.

36 Words that did not appeared in the corpus used to train the tagger used.

37 To  the  best  of  our knowledge,  Erjavec  and  Džeroski  (2004)  and Chrupala  (2006)  are  the  only  publications  related  to  verbal 

lemmatization and/or featurization that present evaluation scores.

38 Some of the errors affect both feature bundle and lemma. Because of that, the sum of both proportions is above 100%.
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Table 5.10: Detailed results of algorithm B.

It is interesting to analyse the errors in greater detail. In terms of feature bundle, most of the errors 

result from an incorrect choice between the 1st and 3rd Person. For example, the verb form deixava (to 

let) expresses Indicativo, Pretérito imperfeito, 1st or 3rd Person, Singular. In around 46% of the errors 

affecting feature bundle errors, the feature tag indicated that the Person value is 3rd when it should 

have been 1st.

Another very frequent error affects verb forms with the  infinitivo as Mood value. The verb forms 

expressing the non-inflected version of the infinitivo and the inflected version conveying 1st and 3rd 

Person  Singular  are  identical  in  form.  Around  31% of  the  errors  that  affect  feature  bundle  are 

incorrectly tagged as the non-inflected version of the  infitinivo Mood. This and the previous case 

cover around ¾ of the errors.

In terms of  lemma,  the  ambiguity between lemmas  ser  and  ir  covers  around 17% of  the errors, 

affecting lemmas either with the lemma ser wrongly tagged as ir or vice versa. Also causing 17% of 

errors in lemma,  there are orthographic errors in the lemma tag in the testing corpus,  introduced 

during  the  annotation  process  of  that  corpus  by  human  annotators.  For  example, 

autorize/AUTORIZE/V#pc-3s contains an orthographic error  in  the  lemma tag “AUTORIZE”:  the 

correct lemma is “AUTORIZAR”.
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3272
102 0 96,88 96,88 96,88
18 0 99,45 99,45 99,45

ALL 116 0 96,45 96,45 96,45

1763
56 8 96,81 96,37 96,59
38 14 97,83 97,05 97,44

ALL 82 14 95,31 94,55 94,93

Total 5035
158 8 96,86 96,7 96,78
56 14 98,88 98,61 98,75

ALL 198 14 96,06 95,79 95,92

Type Entries Errors No result Precision Recall F-Measure

Known
F.Bundle
Lemma

Unknown
F.Bundle
Lemma

F.Bundle
Lemma
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Outlook

The  work  presented  in  this  dissertation  addressed  the  task  of  automatic  verbal  lemmatization, 

featurization and disambiguation in context. Several tools were developed, and other important results 

were achieved.

Tools

Base lemmatizer

A tool to perform verbal lemmatization and featurization was created. This tool (base lemmatizer) 

receives a single verb form as input and returns all possible results, each consisting in a lemma and an 

inlfectional  feature  bundle.  To obtain  these  results,  the  base  lemmatizer  relies  on a  set  of  rules, 

instead of large amounts of structured information containing the lemmatization  and featurization 

results for each known inflected verb form. The use of rules as the basic mechanism allows the tools 

to lemmatize and featurize unknown verb forms, without requiring any update of the data.

Online service

An online service that allows the lemmatization and featurization of verb forms was developed and 

made available at  http://lxlem.di.fc.ul.pt. The service receives raw text containing a single verb form 

as input. The verb form can be inflected on a simple or a compound tense, and it may have clitics 

attached to it, in either enclisis, proclisis or mesoclisis.

The tool validates the input by analysing the components of compound verb forms. It also analyses 

the placement of the sequence of clitics and the clitics within the sequence. Contraction or vocalic 

alterations between two clitics or between a clitic and the verb form are restored. This may result in 
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more than one verb form (i.e. dá-lo can either dar+o or dás+o). All verb forms are lemmatized and 

featurized, and their results displayed in the solution area.

No disambiguation is made due to the lack of context. However, some filters were implemented to 

remove solutions that are not valid in the presence of certain clitics (for example, the presence of a 

clitic in mesoclisis position limits the possible feature bundle).

Verbal disambiguation tool

The main purpose of the creation of a verbal lemmatization and featurization tool was to apply it to 

tagged text. This required the development of a method to assign a single lemma and feature bundle 

to each of the verbal  tags.  Different  algorithms to perform verbal disambiguation were designed, 

implemented and tested.

The best performing algorithms is based on the frequency of the verb forms, feature bundles and 

lemma of the possible solutions found by the base lemmatizer. The algorithm achieved an f-score of 

95.92%.

Verbal ambiguity

The verbal  conjugator and the base lemmatizer  produced interesting results  in the domain of the 

verbal inflection ambiguity, helping to quantify and qualify the problem. The ambiguous cases were 

identified on the lexicon of known verb forms (more than 800 000), and classified according to the 

type of ambiguity (termination, lemma or both). This showed that only a ¼ of the verb forms present 

more than one lemma and/or feature bundle (having an ambiguity rate of 1.36). It also showed the 

large majority of the ambiguous cases present termination ambiguity only, while the other cases are a 

residual percentage of the total verb forms.

The same analysis was done in a corpus, helping to seize the dimension of the problem. The analysed 

corpus  presents  about  half  their  verb  forms  as  ambiguous,  and  most  of  them  only  presented 

termination ambiguity. Termination and lemma ambiguity are displayed by around 5% of the verb 

forms.  2%  are  lemma  ambiguity  only.  When  compared  to  the  ambiguities  of  the  lexicon,  the 
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proportion of ambiguous verb forms is significantly higher. This shows that on their daily use of the 

Portuguese language, speakers of Portuguese are constantly performing verbal disambiguation.

Three algorithms to perform verbal disambiguation in context were developed. Algorithm A assigns 

the most frequent tag to the token being treated, if the token had occurred on the training corpus, 

otherwise, no tag is assign. The precision for verbal lemmatization and featurization is very high for 

this algorithm (95.92%) but the recall is low (82.02%), since many tokens are not tagged.

Algorithm B extends the algorithm A in order to reduce the number of tokens not tagged, by adding 

extra steps. The extra steps filter the solutions based on the frequency of their lemmas and feature 

bundles. These extra steps allowed algorithm B to tag most of the tokens, increasing the recall value 

to 95.79%, maintaining a similar precision value (96.06%).

The last method was an implementation of HMM. The featurization results of this algorithm had an f-

score of 94.47%, being 1.5% lower than the Algorithm B results for that same task. Detailed results 

showed that the biggest drop of the value are on the unknown entries. Despite being 40% lesser than 

the number of unknown tokens of the algorithm B, this algorithm's f-score for those is more than 11% 

below than the same value for the algorithm B. Unfortunately, lemmatization cannot be performed 

with HMM.

The results of the first two algorithms show that all scores of the lemmatization are at least 2% higher 

than the featurization results. This situation is certainly caused by the lesser number of ambiguities 

affecting lemmas.

Comparison with  other works

Chrupala (2006) and Erjavec  and Džeroski (2004) present works that can be compared with this one. 

Chrupala  (2006) proposes a method for  lemmatization  of words.  The work covered nominal  and 

verbal lemmatization. The tool was designed for Spanish, but it was tested with a Portuguese corpus.

A similar work, Erjavec and Džeroski (2004) also presents an algorithm designed to perform nominal 

and verbal lemmatization for unknown words in Slovene. Unlike the previous one, the work was done 
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for  that  language  only,  but  on  the  other  hand,  it  presents  distinct  values  for  nouns,  verbs,  and 

adjectives.

Chrupala (2006) presents 91.21% f-score for  the lemmatization  task,  while  Erjavec and  Džeroski 

(2004) presents an accuracy of 82% for the lemmatization of unknown verb forms. Our results have 

an f-score of 95.92% for verbal lemmatization and featurization, thus, setting a new state of the art for 

scores for these tasks.

Future work

An analysis of the errors of the developed tool allowed to identify points were the disambiguation 

algorithm  could  be  improved.  One line  of  improvement  is  to  extend  the  list  of  highly  frequent 

lemmas, in order to cover situations that are being overlooked by the current list. Since most of the 

errors  can be grouped in a few different  cases  (for  example,  wrongly identifying  the  3rd person, 

singular, instead of the 1st), another point of improvement could be the creation of possible algorithms 

to deal with these specific situations.

The capacity of dealing with unknown verb forms can also be improved. While most of the verb 

forms to be lemmatized and featurized are known,39 unknown verb forms can still appear, and while 

the algorithm performs well on the known forms, the same does not happen with the unknown ones. 

The strategy of selecting the most frequent feature bundle leads to bad results. For example, for the 

verb form clique, the algorithm selects the lemma cliquer conveying Indicativo, Presente, 3rd Person, 

Singular,  instead  of  the  lemma  clicar (to  click)  expressing  Imperativo,  Affirmative,  2nd Person 

courtesy, Singular. Other strategies to select the most likely lemma should be used in these cases, like 

perhaps selecting the solutions containing the lemmas with the less number of letters.

Another point of improvement is to extend the current work to cover lemmas with inherent clitic (e.g. 

Queixar-se, to complain). All inflected form (except those expressing the Gerúndio) of these lemmas 

have a pronoun referring the Person value it is conveying (Oliveira 2006). The presented work could 

be extended in order to cover these lemmas.

39 Any inflected form of a lemma that appears in a dictionary is considered to be known.
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Appendix A
Sample of the list of known verb forms

contando/GER;contando/CONTAR/GER

contanto/GER;contanto/CONTAR/GER

contar/INF;contar/CONTAR/INF#ninf

contara/V;contara/CONTAR/V#mpi-3s

contaram/V;contaram/CONTAR/V#ppi-3p

contarei/V;contarei/CONTAR/V#fi-1s

contará/V;contará/CONTAR/V#fi-3s

contava/V;contava/CONTAR/V#ii-3s

contavam/V;contavam/CONTAR/V#ii-3p

conte/V;conte/CONTAR/V#pc-1s

contempla/V;contempla/CONTEMPLAR/V#pi-3s
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Appendix B
Sample of the list of containing the lemmatization rules

ic,1s,dar,desse ic,1s,oder,udesse

ic,1s,azer,izesse ic,1s,er,isse

ic,1s,azer,ouxesse ic,1s,or,usesse

ic,1s,azer,ouvesse ic,1s,erer,isesse

ic,1s,aber,oubesse ic,1s,ir,fosse
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